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In late October 1956 Israel crossed into Egyptian territory

and the security of the Suez Canal became the world's concern.

Forty-eight different nations had utilized the Canal during the

previous year when more than one hundred million shipping tons were

transitted. The Canal's location in the Middle East compounds

the problem of security, for the Middle East combines many rivalries

that could possibly effect the operation of the Canali Arabs,

Israeli, pro-Western, and Communist groups continually vie to pro¬

mote their respective causes, A Middle East confrontation quickly

ignites several factions and some of the strangest ad hoc agreements

develop as each tries to protect his interests.

One critic termed the 195& flare-up the "most inexcusable,

ill-explained crisis of the mid-Twentieth Century,"* From a

Western standpoint the Suez Crisis raised some fundamental questions

in post world war problem solving. The crisis was ill-explained,

not because historians were unable to reconstruct the events, but

rather because the crisis educed reactions, which in retrospect,

appear irrational and inexcusable. The breakdown in dialogue between

^Erskine B. Childers, The Road to Suez, pg, 11.



the wartime allies, Great Britain and the United States, wa3 a

major divergence in Western relations. Neither country doubted the

significance of the Atlantic Alliance during the two world wars, but

suddenly, a small country nationalist, Colonel Abdel Nasser, challenged

the strength of this relationship.

The focus of this work is the American influence upon British

policy during the crisis. Prime Minister Anthony Eden premised his

policy upon United States support; this contingency became increasingly

imperative as negotiations lingered. In the end the rift between

the two Governments cost the Prime Minister his position. To the

writer, who is now serving in the armed services, Americans have

failed to learn the lessons of the crisis in their own global policies.



CHAPTER I

Tho Frenchman, Ferdinand de Leaseppe, completed construction

of the Suez Canal in I869. In financial straits soon thereafter,

the Suez Canal Company needed funds to continue operations. Under

the aegis of Disraeli, the British Government procurred 44 percent

of the company's stock. The Canal became the lifeline of the Empire,
■

the main channel of communication to British interests in the East.

Passage through the Canal eliminated several sailing days from the

normal trip around the Cape of Good Hope. Never officially annexing

Egypt into the Empire, Great Britain assumed various relationships

with Egypt to secure continued passage through the one hundred-mile

Canal. The discovery of Middle East oil reinforced Britain's

determination to safeguard Canal passage.

Aside from the economic importance of the Suez Canal, Great

Britain developed an affinity toward the Arab and his way of life.

Milner, Kitchner, and Lawrence bolstered the amity. Inspired by a

greater patriotism, a belief that empire transcends country boundaries,

many Britishers demonstrated an altruistic, though sometimes condescending,
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spirit toward their Arab friends. In the heat of one of the
fiercest Parliamentary debates during the crisis, one Conser¬

vative MP saidi

The Egyptians are a kindly friendly simple
people and once they realize this man Nasser
is a menace to their peaceful existence and
to their future happy relations with the
Western nations, they will turn on him and
throw him out. 1

Perhaps the MP wa3 wishful in his ruminations but among those who

believed in Empire and the wonderful advances the influence of

Empire had had on indigenous populations was the thought that these

people owed a debt of gratitude to Great Britain| under proper

leadership this gratitude would be realized.

The power of imperialism demanded the presence of troops.

Seventy-four years of continual occupation of Egypt proved overbearing.
I

The Egyptians maintained that Britain had not removed Turkish hegemony

in 1882, they had replaced it. British occupation fostered Egyptian

nationalism. Emanating from its literary beginnings in the last

century, Egyptian nationalism achieved political and military expression

with the overthrow of King Farouk in 1952. Colonel GamaX Abdel

Nasser replaced Mohammed Naguib, surrogate leader of the revolution

in 195^. Through punctilious negotiations, Nasser managed to initiate

a timetable for the departure of British troops from Egyptian soil.

The British evacuation enhanced Nasser*s position in the Arab world,

but the shadow of British influence remained.

*Sir Thomas Moore, Hansard, 1 November 1956» Vol. 558, Col. 1678.
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The United States' Middle East legacy was sketchy as well as

void of British fervor. "The Middle East was not regarded as of prime

importance to the United States,"2 one American diplomat wrote. The

difference in perspective between Great Britain and the United States

was the foundation for the dichotomy that ensued.

Throughout most of this century the United States lacked any

discernible policy in the Middle East. Isolationists had their day

as overtures by Wilson and Roosevelt to establish interests in the area

proved fruitless. To become concerned with an area of the world which

had been a perennial Anglo-Soviet quarrel was asking for trouble.-^
As long as Great Britain could quell Soviet attempts to establish a

Middle East stronghold, the United States remained aloof. This policy

persisted until the close of World Wax Two when British Labor Foreign

Secretary Ernest Bevin wrote President Harry Truman that it would be

economically unfeasible for Great Britain to continue military presence

in Greece and Turkey. Truman picked up the standard and proclaimed

what became known as the Truman Doctrine on 12 Maxch 194-7» The

defense of the Middle East against communism would no longer be a

singly handled task but a joint responsibility between the two
/countries. To one American observer, Britain's declaration was

k
tantamount to their abdication of the Middle East. Although Great

Britain's military responsibility in the Middle East waned, the mental

discipline governing the military obligation and the foreign policy

Robert Murphy, Diplomat Among Warriors, pg. 461.

•^Elizabeth Monroe, Britain's Moment in the Middle Easti 1914-1956, pg. 100.
4
Secretary of Defense, James Vincent Forrestal, Forrestal Diaries, pg. 242.
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continued like a vestige from the Empire. The United States

continued to follow the British cue in the Middle East as long as

the Soviet Union remained out of the area.-' The maintenance of a

)
large British military force at Suez before the programmed with¬

drawal in 195^ exemplified the point. Oil supplies and Soviet

pressures in Africa were valid reasons to warrant the large force

but a more cogent argument would be that Britain came to believe
that she alone was responsible for the Canal's welfare. Though an

international waterway, the Suez Canal was somehow uniquely British.

The formation of the Baghdad Pact illustrated another example

of British assertiveness at the time) American policy on the issue

appears ambivalent in retrospect. Secretary of State John Foster

Dulles toured the Middle East in 1953 and in his appraisal of the area,

endorsed the theory of a northern tier defense pact to include those

countries bordering on the Soviet Union. Dulles dismissed the notion

that the pact should be initiated by a Western power< "It should be

designed to grow from within out of a sense of common destiny and

common danger."^ Official American policy felt that the initiation

of such an alliance by a Western power would aggravate Arab relations

with the West and put an added strain on Israel. Dulles outlined the

policy in one of his numerous memoranda! "We must attempt solutions

of local problems in the Near East without so worsening our relations

with Britain as to unduly weaken or wreck the NATO alliance", he wrote.

Foreshadowing the dilemma of American policy, Dulles continued, "Our

-'Dwlght D. Eisenhower, Waging Peace 1 1956-1961. pg. 25#

^Deoartmftnt of Stuto BiillAtin. 1«> .Tuna lQ*i8. Vol. 2.8. t>d. 881—881?.
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efforts with the British must be such as will avoid being placed

in a position where we must choose between maintenance of the

NATO alliance and action to keep a large portion that is still free

from drifting into Soviet hands."''
When Eden negotiated the removal of British troops from Suez,

he looked to Iraq and the formation of the pact as an opportunity

to maintain British presence in the Middle East. Anticipating

vitriolic attacks from Radio Cairo and the rekindling of an Arab

power struggle between Egypt and Iraq, the United States objected

to Iraq's participation in the Baghdad Pact. President Eisenhower

saw the pact for what it wasi "A device to perpetuate unpopular

British influence."® Nevertheless, the United States refused to

squelch the pact, Harold Macmillan remembered that the United

States later favored the plan for Jordan to become a member, but

United States public endorsement would not be forthcoming until

after the Presidential election in November.^ Whether the Baghdad

Pact received United States sanction was not the main issue. The

important fact underlining the negotiations was the United States'

reluctance to become actively involved. Lack of United States

initiative did little to elucidate the changing roles in Western

policy. Without the threat of Soviet intervention, the United States

complacently permitted Great Britain to implement Western policy in

the Middle East—a position Britain readily accepted.

''kennett Love, Suez the Twice Fought War, pg. 19^t

^Eisenhower, pg. 26.

^Harold Macmillan, Riding the Stormi 1956-1959. pg. 91.
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Careful consideration should be given to the sponsorship

of the Aswan High Dam in Egypt, The Western refusal to support

financially the enterprise precipitated the nationalization of

the Suez Canal Company, Amazingly, the refusal became the decision

of one man, John Foster Dulles. His action marked the beginning

of the Anglo-American flft.

As the summer of 195& approached, Colonel Nasser rode a

crescendo of prestigei British troops evacuated Suez after seventy-

four years of occupation! the first presidential election credited

him with 99*8 percent of the popular votej Soviet Foreign Minister

Dmitri Shepilov visited Cairo and witnessed an impressive array

of Egyptian military armaments during the festivities celebrating

the British evacuation! and he attended a high-powered meeting

of neutral world leaders at Brloni—leaders such as Nehru and

Tito. Nasser had, by this time, tested the mettle of Western

powers by completing an arms deal with the Soviet Union, by recog¬

nizing Red China, and by indirectly influencing the dismissal of

Glubb Pasha in Jordan. He appeared the strong leader of Egypt,

the chosen head of Pan Arabism, Nasser knew differently.

Poverty was widespread in Egypt; much of the soil was not

arable. Oil revenues enjoyed by many Arab countries were denied

Egypt. Egyptians cheered the departure of British troops but with¬

out the abatement of domestic poverty, euphoria would be short-lived.

In an attempt to ameliorate living conditions, Nasser promised the

construction of the Aswan High Dami A dam that_ would bring a

higher standard of living; a dam "seventeen times greater than the

Great Pyramid of the Pharaohs." Besides permitting the harvest of



one or two additional crops and increasing cultivation by 25

percent, the proposed dam would produce ten billion kilowatt

hours of electricity.-^ Plans for the enterprise commenced

shortly after World War Two, but not until 1955 did Egypt approach

the West for financial support. Although the cost would be $1.3

billion, few doubted the value of the project to Egypt,

In June 1955 Egypt appropriated eight million dollars to

facilitate access to the dam site and to construct accommodations

for the workers. Soon thereafter, the World Bank became interested

and published a favorable financial report on the project. In

October, one month after the Soviet arms deal, Soviet Ambassador

Daniel Solod proposed a Soviet loan for the construction of the
11

High Dam. Nasser, apprehensive about too much dependence upon

Soviet finds, sent Ahmed Hussein to Washington to explore the

possibility of Western aid.

The United States was visibly annoyed over the announced

Soviet arms deal, but now that the Soviet Union was in the Middle

East arena, Washington felt that the best procedure to neutralize

the impact of the arms deal would be to initiate economic support

to Egypt. President Eisenhower had no desire to become involved

in a Kiddle East arms race. The High Dam presented a most accept¬

able alternative and measures were taken with Egyptian Finance

Minister Abdel Konheim Kaissouny to establish a loan. Under the

agreement, the United States and Great Britain would provide

^Ojames E. Dougherty, "The Aswan Decision in Perspective", pg. 22.

11Love, pg. 302.



$70 million for the first of a two-stage construction plan.

Subsequent aid would be forthcoming to supplement World Bank

support if construction went smoothly during the initial phase.

The agreement called for a $200 million loan from the World Bank

to defray foreign exchange costs during the second phase while

Egypt would contribute $760 million in labor and construction costs.

Nasser saw complications in the arrangementj he disapproved
■j

of the West's conditional clause, the 'sympathetic consideration*

for further aid. If the West reneged during the second phase,

Egypt would be out several hundred million dollars.

In time the project became a political football. Dulles ex¬

plored the possibility of using the loan to establish peace in the

Middle East. An earlier endeavor, the Johnston Plan, failed when

Syrian and Lebanese cabinet crises developed and Israel promoted a

violent attack on Syria in December 1955* Nasser, Dulles, and the

Soviet Union were acutely aware that support of the High Dam would

allow a prolonged influence, perhaps twenty years, on the Egyptian

economy. For this reason, Nasser favored multifarious Western aid

rather than support from the Soviet monolith* Dulles tried to mani¬

pulate this knowledge for his own benefit! Endorsement of the loan in

return for peace with Israel,

Under Secretary of State Herbert Hoover, Jr., became deeply

entrenched in the planj a secret mission materialized under his

oognizance. President Eisenhower appointed Robert B. Anderson to

present the proposal to Nasser and to Israel's Ben-Gurion. An
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Israeli attack on Syria threatened to abort the mission before

Anderson left the United States, Negotiations broke down when

Bon-Gurion insisted upon a direct public confrontation with
.

Nasser, The demand was totally unacceptable to Nasser, and
.

Ben-Gurion realized it. Even during the negotiations, Ben-Gurion

secretly endorsed the war preparations of his military advisor,

Moshe Dayan, Ben-Gurion*s intransigence and clandestine belligerent

policy destroyed the Anderson mission and conceivably, any

opportunity that Egypt might receive Western finance for the High

Dam, "Hoover wanted out of Aswan the moment he couldn't buy

Egyptian-Israeli peace with it," one insider reported. "This was

the real reason we /"United States/ backed out. Hoover was respon¬

sible for the Aswan offer in the first place as a quid pro quid

to buy Arab-Israeli peace and it was he who dumped it when the deal

failed."12
|

After the failure of the Anderson mission, the United States*

i

was no longer the vehicle for the loan, Washington thought that
.

Egyptian interest in the dam had declined although such a belief

was difficult to support in light of the importance of the project

to Nasser. While American enthusiasm waned, Mr. Eugene Black,
■ I

President of the World Bank, worked incessantly to assuage Nasser's

objections to Anglo-American prerequisites for the loan, namely-—'

'

resources were not to be dispersed to other projects! construction

contracts were to be awarded on a competitive basis| and other

foreign loans were not to be consummated without World Bank consent.

12Love, pg. 309
I
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Mr. Slack conducted another study of the Egyptian economy

and assured the West of Egypt's ability to satisfy the demands

of the loan and other extant contracts. (Egypt had since completed

arrangements for another arms deal with the Communist bloc.)

President Eisenhower either refused to accept Mr. Black's findings

or he decided to utilise Egyptian insolvency to rationalise the

13rexusal of the loan. -' Economics played a peripheral role in the

final decision.

The Egyptian recognition of Red China in May 195^ » abrogated

any ray of hope for the loan. The Soviet arms deal, rumors of Soviet

support for the High Dam, another arms deal, now the recognition of

Red China!J Dulles despised what he thought was Nasser's attempt

to play both sides against the middle. He could not accept what

appeared to be Nasser's attempt to make Egypt the focal point of

the cold war; nor could he tolerate Nasser's approach to diplomacy

which Dulles labeled "political blackmail". The Secretary once

said "a nation that can best gain safety for itself by being in¬

different to the fate of others...except under very exceptional

circumstances...is an amoral and short-sighted conception.

Opinion also ran against the offer in England. From an engineer¬

ing viewpoint, a regional system of watershed control with mul¬

tiple barrages which could regulate the Nile at key locations along

its length received more praise than the High Dam project.1^

x-"Eisenhower, pg„ 31 •

^"'Herman Finer, Dulles Over Suez, pg. ^3.

-Dougherty, pg„ 25.
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Brltish policy opposed the offer once General Glubb, Commander

of the Arab Legion wa3 dismissed on 1 March 1956* Ironically, the

formation of the Baghdad Pact foreshadowed the termination of Glubb's

tour in Jordan. After the Iraq-Turkey alliance (24 February 1955)

initiating the Baghdad Pact, Eden and Nasser agreed to a moratoriumi

England would avoid the enlistment of any other Arab country into

the pact in return for an Egyptian promise to cease further vi-

tuperations against the existing Pact, Great Britain tried to lure

Jordan into the alliance before the year ended. Macmillan noted

American approval for the venture.^ Negotiations continued

through November-December and culminated in a British mission to

Amman headed by General Templer. Macmillan keenly favored the

mission but oddly failed to mention Templer's efforts in his memoirs.

Egypt refrained no longer from what appeared to be a "Zionist-

Imperialist ploy"; Radio Cairo unleashed an attack on Great Britain

charging that Jordanian acceptance of the alliance compromised Arab

Intelligence in Israel. Shortly thereafter, rioting broke out in

Jordan| in a six-day period, forty-one persons died and one hundred

fifty more sustained injuries.^ Jordan's King Hussein acquiesced

in public opinion and withdrew from the agreement. Curiously, the

Egyptian press reported that the United States warned Great Britain

against the overture to Jordan in direct contrast to Macmillan's

recollection. President Eisenhower opposed the entry of any

country bordering on Israel, believing such an alliance could incur

^Macmillan, pg. 91.

^Love, pg, 204.

T"



Israeli retaliation. On 11 December Israel responded with an

unprovoked attack on Syria, killing ovor sixty peoplo,

Tho dismissal of General Glubb followed the abortivo Tompler

mission. Glubb represented British hegemony. He had spent twenty-

six years in Jordan and as head of the Arab Legion he was in a

position to wield considerable political influence. King Hussoin's

prestige suffered because of the Templer mission arid Glubb9s presence

proved an added handicap. Hussein said: "...to be blunt about it,

ho [_ Glubb/ was serving as my Commander-in-Chief yet could not

ignore his loyalty to Britain. He operated from a position of such

strength that our political leaders tended to turn to him or the
18

British embassy before taking the slightest decisions."A

With the use of Radio Cairo, Nasser attempted to isolate the

Hashemite kingdoms (Iraq and Jordan) from the remainder of the Arab

world before Britain could join forces to isolate Egypt. Glubb

became a propaganda target though Nasser thought his removal too much

to expect. When King Hussein made his decision, the Prime Minister

mistakenly accused Nasser of the removal. He later wrote disparagingly

ox King Hussein, but at the time, he was convinced that Nasser
19

instigated the removal. British Foreign Secretary Seiwyn Lloyd,

who was in Cairo during the dismissal, returned to England with
20

similar views.

i3Love, pg. 208-209.
1 q
"'Anthony Nutting, No End of a Lesson, pg. 9«
2(Y~

Humphrey Trevelyan, The Middle East in Revolution, pg. 6b.
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ln Parliament at loaut one MP arguod for the immediate retraction of
£JLthe cicuu oXiToic*

Anthony Nutting sent a memorandum to Eden suggesting possible

means to neutralize Nasser in Arab politics* Eden's reply reflected

his attitude toward Nasser throughout the ensuing crisist

What's all this nonsense about
isolating Nasser or neutralizing
him, as you call it? I want him
destroyed, can't you understand?
I want him removed* 22

Eden was hardly estatic about promoting the High Dam, a project

that would enhance the position of a man he sought to vanquish.

Great Britain and the United States arrived separately at their

decisions to refuse the loan. The absence of dialogue proved

embarrassing to the West when Nasser suddenly decided to send Ahmed

Hussein to Washington to accept the abeyant loan? Dulles quickly

contacted Sir Roger Makins, Great Britain's ambassador to the

United States, to ascertain Prime Minister Eden's view on the issue,

Makins reported back to Dulless "We leave the decision to your

judgment whether you grant or rescind the offer of the loan. But

we do not wish you to be precipitate; we wish you to play it along,"^3
Dulles received Hussein on 19 July, When the conversation

turned to the dam, Hussein made a gesture to his pocket suggesting

that Egypt held a Soviet offer for the project, Dulles9 image of

O"!

Lord Killearn, K.L., Hansard, Vol. 196, Col. 387»

22Nutting, pg, 39.

^Finer, pg, 96.



■blackmail proved the last straw in possible negotiations. "Well,

as you have the money already, you don't need any from us! My
oh.

offer is withdrawn!"

Surprised by Dulles' abrupt action, Eden viewed the decision

"...for reasons connected with the Senate's attitude toward foreign

aid and the critical climate, towards neutralism then prevalent in

Washington.Great Britain followed the United States' lead by

withdrawing the loan offer on 20 July. Eden recorded that there

had been no opportunity to concert timing or methods between the
26 • 2 "7

allies. Macmillan concurred ' but Foreign Minister Selwyn Lloyd,

in a Parliamentary statement, implied closer coordination of policy.

Throughout the spring. Great Britain tried to direct American

efforts to the problems of the Kiddle East but British proposals

received no response. America's lackadaisical approach and want of

deference towards British objectives frustrated Government concern.

Reports circulated that President Eisenhower gave more attention to
29his golf game than the Kiddle East situation. 7 Parliamentary

debate after nationalization reflected this frustration.

While the Anglo-American partnership
endures, it cexiiainly does not prosper.

^Finer, pg. 48.

^Love, pg. 221.
of

Sir Anthony Eden, Full Circles The Memoirs of Anthony Eden, pg. 422.
27

ilacmillan s pp* 98-99 *

2eiknsard, Vol. 557, Col. 412.

^Macmillan, pg. 95«
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Unless I am greatly in error, we were
dragged along like a tin can tied to
a dog's tail, following the decision
of 19 July...There seems to be a dual
standard of values at work. Our
American friends lose no sleep about
their own continued occupation of
Okinawa but the sight of the British
army on the Suez lay like a ton of
bricks on the American conscience. 30

Dulles could fabricate many reasons for rescission! Reluctance

of southern farmers to support Egyptian cottonj fear that a long

term commitment to the High Dam might damage American-Egyptian

relations if construction stalled} lack of confidence in the Egyptian

economy to support the project (overriding the recommendations of

Eugene Black)} the failure of the Anderson mission} and the Egyptian

recognition of Red China. The recognition of Red China and Nasser's

use of "political blackmail" provided Dulles with the opportunity to

challenge the Soviets to make their offer good. Dulles contended that
I

a long term Soviet loan would place a heavy burden on the Soviet
I" I .

econony. He also seized the chance to humble Nasser in a ploy

similar to American designs in Iran (1953) when Messadegh was over¬

thrown. Dulles believed that Nasser would receive harsh domestic

criticism if the dam he promised faltered. Eugene Black accurately

diagnosed Dulles' specious strategy! "It was not only a mistake to

turn the project down and the way he turned it down, but in his guess

that by turning it down this would be the death knell of Nasser."^
The refusal was an error in American judgment. President

3®S.N. Evans, Labor MP, Hansard. Vol. 557• Col. 1643.

^Love, pg. 327.
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Eisenhower strove to deemphasize the two salient tenets of the
1 .]

Truman administrationi diplomatic and economic support for

Israel, and solicitude for British and French concerns in the area#

The United States hoped to acquire Arab friendship by dissociation

from colonialism and by neutralistic efforts in Arab-Israeli re¬

lations. Egypt represented the keystone. Only Egypt could lead

the Arabs in a mutual defense pact against communism and complete

the link between NATO and SEATO as Dulles envisaged in 1953*

Dulles promoted the British evacuation from the Sudan and later from

the Suez Canal Zone. Censuring Israeli border policy in the United

Nations and refusing requested arms purchases, the United States

also assumed a stronger posture toward Israel. No Egyptian-American

rapproachment developed. The United States' endorsement of the High

Dam offer in December 1955 had marked the pinnacle in Egyptian-

American relations. American efforts succeeded only in alienating

her Western allies.

The United States strove for an untenable position} her am¬

bition was unrealistic. Egyptians thought that the United States

planned to replace Great Britain in the Middle East just as Great

Britain replaced Turkish hegemony in 1882. Egypt doubted American

sincerity, her ability to sever ties with Great Britain and France}

Anglo-French Middle East past policies were hardly lauded by the Arabs,

The possibility of an African tier, an alliance among the United

States, Great Britain, Ethiopia, and the Sudan against Egypt to

control the Nile's flow was a popular, though {lysterical, rumor in

Egypt, America's indirect arms support (NATO) of the French struggle
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in Algeria also cast doubt on American integrity,
' '

I

Most significant was the 1950 Tripartite Declaration, Under its

terms, the United States, Great Britain, and France promised to per-
J

petuate, by force if necessary, the extant borders between Israel and

her Arab neighbors. Nothing could be more adverse to Arab thought
.

than the perpetuation of Israeli

Nasser put Dulles' loan abrogation to great political advantage.

In a vitriolic speech on 24 July, he denounced the United Statest

"Drop dead of your furyI You will never be able to dictate to Egypt,"

Nasser promisod to outline his plans for the Egyptian economy two

days lateri ",,,projects which we draw up will:build our national

economy and at the same time build our sovereignty, dignity, and

independence," Dulles and Eden may well have expected Nasser to

announce an agreement with the Soviet Union, They were bitterly

surprised.

Two hundred and fifty thousand people listened to Nasser's

Alexandria speech on 26 July 1956j

It is no shame for one to be poor
and to borrow in order to build
up one's country; what is a shame
is to suck the blood of a people
and usurp their rights,».We shall
never repeat the past but we shall
eliminate the past "try regaining our
rights in the Suez Canal, This
money is ours and this Canal belongs
to Egypt because it is an Egyptian
united liability company, 32

The contrast between American and British reactions to Nasser's

^2Lovef pg, 349,
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decision to nationalize the Suez Canal Company reflected the differences

in their approach to the crisis. The United States adopted an under¬

stated, low-pressure view. Nasser's seizure carried "fax-reaching

implications. It affects the nations whose economies depend upon

the products which move through the international waterway and the

maritime countries as well as the owners of the Company itself."-^
Washington, realizing the failure in American-Egyptian relations,

admonished Nasser's "intemperate, inaccurate and misleading statements

made with respect to the United States...such statements were entirely

inconsistent with the friendly relations which have existed between the
34

two governments and peoples," Dulles, in Peru at the time, felt no

immediate need to fly back to Washington. The New York Times de¬

voted most of its front page to the tragic collision of the Andrea Doria

and the Stockholm off Nantucket Island. The major question surround¬

ing the nationalization was Nasser's ability to control Canal traffic

efficiently.-^ This later became the prime criterion in Washington for

utilization of force against Nasser.

One reason for Washington detachment was the relative lack of

dependence upon Middle East oil. The problem was not one of liveli¬

hood but a "business dispute over the control of an international
86

public utility in a monopolistic position."-^ The United States did

-^D.C. Watt, Documents on the Suez Crisis, pg. 117.
3^
-^Documents, pg. 118.

^Eisenhower, pg.

36
-^Documents, pg. 5.
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not wish to give Nasser too much importance in the issue. The

American dilemma was immediately apparenti To..."coordinate a

policy reflecting solidarity with British and French interests

while concurrently maintaining favorable terms with Middle East

countries lest they fall into the Soviet sphere."3?
Prime Minister Eden first received news of nationalization

while entertaining Nasser's Middle East antagonist, the King of

Iraq. Eden promptly dismissed the gathering and called an impromptu

meeting of British, French, and American officials. Andrew Foster,
I

American charge d* affairs recapped the meeting in a communique to
oO

President Eisenhower. Legal action was not immediately planned

nor sought but members believed that expropriation violated the

1888 Convention if Canal maintenance and operation became impaired.

Eden dismissed the UN as "hopelessly bogged down" in discussions>

delay in action which was not presently appropriate. He favored

economic, political and military leverage against Egypt to maintain

freedom of Canal, traffic. American support 'became the overriding

issue. As an alternative to Eden's proposal of a meeting of the

I95O Tripartite Declaration signers, Foster suggested consultation

with a larger gathering of the main Canal users. The Prime Minister

considered the prompt removal of Canal pilots, but such a move

could upset Canal traffic and establish a casus belli which was not

considered necessary at this time.

-^Survey of International Affairs, 195&, Pg* 8*

38Love, pg. 355.
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His apprehension was not unfounded. In 1955» 14,666 ships

passed through the Canal and nearly one third flew the British

flag. In contrast, the United States accounted for only 15 percent

of the traffic. Rerouting traffic around the Cape would put a

considerable economic burden on Great Britain. Time saved by

transit through the Canal increased the potential of British shipping

by one third. Eden estimated that Great Britain had oil reserves for
39

six weeks. He could not permit Nasser "to have his thumb on our

windpipe." The Times adopted a similar viewj "...Nasser is ready to

tear up international agreements and base himself on hatred against

the West,"^0

Nasser's actions naturally piqued Great Britain; a country that

had known success in two world wars was now suddenly challenged by a

small country nationalist. The Prime Minister accepted the challenge

personally; he was determined to force Nasser's removal.

Militarily, Eden knew that an immediate airborne attack launched

from Cyprus could have no Navy follow-up. Without a deep water

harbor, Cyprus could not be the embarkation point for a naval operation.

Any navy maneuvers would have to commence at Malta, nearly one

thousand miles and at least five cruising days from Port Said. Remembering

naval operations in World War Two, Eden recalled that the invasion

of Sicily took six weeks in preparation and, while the Egyptians could

hardly match the Axis' military prowess, British resources in the

39
""Eden, pg. 429.

**°The Times. 30 July I956.



Mediterranean in 1956 were not comparable to the combined Brltish-

Z*1
American 19**2 Expedition.

Eden thought Immediate recourse to the UN would not meet

his demand to install an international board to run the Canal. Ho

recalled the difficulty in the United Nations over the nationalization

of the Armace Oil Company in Iraq. Soviet veto propensity further

encouraged Eden to achieve his objectives outside Security Council

jurisdiction. Under no condition did he want Great Britain censured

by the Security Council. Recourse in this direction might prove

necessary at a later date but for the present, he hoped to garner

world support through a conference in London sponsored by Great

Britain, the United States, and France.

Eden cabled President Eisenhower on 27 Julyi "...we cannot afford

to allow Nasser to seize control of the Canal in this way, in de¬

fiance of international agreements," he said. Great Britain may be

forced to call upon United States* assistance to foster oil supplies

in an emergency. "The maritime powers cannot afford," he continued,

"to allow Egypt to expropriate it £ the Suez Canal Company/ and to

exploit it by using the revenues for her own internal purposes

irrespective of the interests of the Canal and the Canal users..."

Sir Anthony Eden probably anticipated American reservations when he said,

"We should not allow ourselves to become involved in legal quibbles

about the rights of the Egyptian Government to nationalize what is

Ll\
Eden, pg. **79,
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technically an Egyptian company, or in financial arguments about their

capacity to pay the compensation which they have offered." Throughout

the subsequent months, American policy insisted that failure to award

financial compensation and to maintain the smooth flow of Canal

traffic were the only criteria to warrant military intervention save

the possible hazard to Western civilians in the area. Eden finished

his cable by recommending economic pressures as vital but ineffective

alone. He favored "maximum political pressure" supported by military
i

readinessi••."we must be ready, in the last resort to use force to

bring Nasser to his senses. For our part we are prepared to do so.

I have this morning instructed our Chief of Staff to prepare a

hO
military plan accordingly." c The Prime Minister's strongest sup¬

porter remembered that the United States coiild have no doubt of the

British position from the outset.^
The emotional pitch in Great Britain was more acute than in the

United States. Throughout negotiations the two countries were on

different levels and moved at different speeds. Eden sought to

impress the severity of the situation and the necessity for a quick
I

response to Nasser's arrogation. Dulles, Elsenhower's foreign

policy architect, strove to tone down British and French tempers through

a series of prolonged negotiations. Dulles thought each day's

delay decreased the likelihood of a military settlement.

President Elsenhower decided to send Robert Murphy, Deputy

^Eden, pp. 42?ff.

^-Wcmlllan, pg. 103.
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I

Under Socretary of State, to London with no more instructions than to

"hold the fort." Murphy arrived in London on 28 July and at a stag

dinner given the subsequent evening by an old friend from Algiers

days, Harold Macmillan, he recalledi "I was left in no doubt that

the United Kingdom believed that Suez was a test that could only be

met with force." Murphy did not share the belief that the United

States had a "common identity of interests" with her NATO allies.

Eden did request that the United States "take care of the Bear" if the

Soviets intervened. The British approach apparently succeeded! "it

seems that we have succeeded in thoroughly alarming Murphy. He

must have reported in the sense which we wanted, and Foster Dulles

is now coming over post haste. This is a very good development,"

Dulles did not want to go to London; he thought his presence would

increase speculation about growing Western anxiety.

Unfortunately for Anglo-American relations, Eden and Dulles were

not close friendsi "Behind them stretched years of animosity."

Eden recalled an incident between Foreign Secretary Herbert Morrison and

Dulles during the Japanese Peace Conference in 1951. Dulles promised

Morrison to refrain from pressuring Japan into the recognition of

Chiang Kai-shek. In return, Dulles asked Morrison to remain silent

on the issue. Once back in the United States, Dulles bowed to Senate

^Murphy, pg. ^63.

^^Macmillan, Pg. 105.

^Murphy, pg. ^69.
47
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pressure which insisted Japanese Premier Yoshida recognize Nation¬

alist China. Dulles implied that Morrison concurred with the action

which was hardly likely in light of the British recognition of Red

China. When Dulles squeezed a letter of recognition from Yoshida,
48

Morrison was caught off guard. Eden resented Dulles' duplicity.

He had a knack for saying one thing and doing another. "My dif¬

ficulty in working with Mr. Dulles," the Prime Minister said, "was

to determine what he really meant and in consequence the signifJ-*
49

cance to be attached to his words and actions." Other encounters

festered the relationship! Vietnam, SEATO, Quemay and Matsu, and

Geneva 1954. Their different approaches to problem solving further
I

irritated negotiations. The Prime Minister relied upon his intui¬

tion to achieve results. Mr. Dulles was pedagogical; each situation

was a challenge to his intellect and he never wanted it forgotten
■

that he possessed a first class intellect. He was also embittered

by the allies treatment of his mentor, President Wilson, at Versailles

after World War One. He realized the United States held the stronger

hand in the Atlantic alliance and Impressed this fact upon the British.

Eisenhower shared a much warmer friendship with the British, but it

was a mistake for the British to believe that they could circumvent

the Secretary of State and negotiate with the President.5®

^Finer, pg. 84.

^Love, pg. 379.

^°Macmillan, pg. 94.
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Dulles arrived in London on 1 August with a letter from the

President emphasizing "the unwisdom even of contemplating the use

of...force at this moment...I realize that the messages from "both

you and Harold stress that the decision was firm and irrevocable.

But...I hopo you will consent to reviewing this matter once more in

its broadest aspects...* Eden later remembered the letter, "..it

did not rule out the use of force...the eventual use of force might
52

become necessary in order to protect international rights."

However, Eden often took correspondence with the United States ana

molded the most optimistic phrases out of context to accommodate

his viewpoint. Such tactics made him unpopular in many Washington

circles.-^

Dulles confronted two resolute nations determined to take

action against Nasser. The French appeared more belligerent; the

effects of Nasser's nationalization upon the already strong Arab

resistance to French rule in Algeria caused disquiet. Without

American support international control of the Canal could not bo

militarily established for at least six weeks.France insisted

upon stepping up the timetable while the British tactic was to keep

the United States involved.

Eisenhower, pg. 664—668.

•5%den, Pg. 486.

-^Love, pg. 377.

S^Thomas, pg. 55.
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It was a question not of honor only
but survival.. .There was no 'other
choice for us...We must keep the
Americans really frightened. There
must not be allowed any illusion. 55

Dulles adopted a legal approach during negotiations. He argued

the distinctions between the Panama Canal which was under private

treaty with the United States and the Suez Canal which was under

the auspices of the 1888 Convention. The first article of the

Constantinople Convention (29 October 1888) declared!

The Suez Maritime Canal shall always
be free and open, in time of war as in
time of peace, to every vessel of com¬
merce or of war, without distinction
of flag. 56

Article X provided for the additional defense of Egypt in time of

war. Egypt, technically at war with Israel, used this article"'to

justify prohibition of Israel shipping through the Canal. Dulles

wanted to assure that there could be no correlation between the

private leasing arrangement of the Panama Canal and the inter¬

national character of the Suez Canal.

The Secretary questioned the legal recourse to nationalization.

In 19^0 Mexico had nationalized some United States oil enterprises and

Secretary of State Cordell Hull remarked! "The right to expropriate

property is coupled with and conditioned on the obligation to make

adequate, effective, and prompt compensation. The legality of an

expropriation is in fact dependent upon the observation of this

5<Hacmillan, pg. 106.

■5°Love, pg. 171.
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requirement.57 This train of thought influenced Dulles* policy.
■

President Eisenhower also believed that if Great Britain and

France wanted Nasser removed, "they ought to have better grounds
eg

for It" than the nationalization.

In defense of his behavior during the loan debacle, Dulles

viewed Nasser's nationalization not as a retaliatory measure but

as a long term Egyptian plan.59 phe United States did not want the

Suez Crisis to become a Middle East Crisis. Such an event might

force her to take a position in the Arab-Israeli dispute. Pre¬

vious attempts to straddle the fence had proven unsuccessful but

the United States was in no mood to see the Middle East become the

setting for World War Three. To prevent such an occurrence, Dulles

proposed "to isolate Egypt among the nations of the world and to

bring the moral pressure of combined opinion to bear upon Colonel

Nasser.8®
After negotiations Eden noted the Secretary's viewsi The

Canal should not be under the domination of a single country; the

Convention of 1888 should be the basis of discussion to avoid con¬

fusion with the Panama Canal; the United States would not exclude

the use of force if all else failed; world opinion should be

mobilized in favor of international operation of the Canal; and the

57Love, pg. 365«

58Ibld.. pg. 368.

59Eden, pg. 465,

6oIbld.« pg. 432.
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tripartite views should be accepted by at least two thirds of the

nations to be convened at a future conference.

Invitations were extended to twenty-four nations, the eight

signatories of tho 1888 Convention and sixteen other nations whose

Canal use and trade patterns were effected. Eden opposed invitations

to the Soviet Union and Egypt but Dulles, stressing the importance

of world opinion, persuaded tho Prime Minister to concede. The

delay of the conference to 15 August was also a concession to the

United States though Eden thought the date a compromise because the

United States originally suggested a much later convening date.

The delay exasperated the French who sought immediate reprisal

but a short wait was tolerable to Eden if it meant that the United

States would support British-French strategy. One cabinet menfoer

recalled thinking that Dulles thought that if force became
61

necessary "the world would understand."

Eden made considerable mention in his memoirs of a statement

he attributed to Dullesj

A way had to be found to male© Nasser
disgorge what he was attempting to
swallow...we must make a genuine
effort to bring world opinion to
favor the international operation
of the Canal...It should be pos¬
sible to create a world opinion so i
adverse to Nasser that he would be
isolated. Then if military operation
had to be undertaken it would be more

'Macmillan, pg. 107
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apt to succeed and have less grave

repercussions than if it had been
undertaken percipitately. 62

From this statement it appears that Eden became convinced that

Great Britain could depend upon American support of British

policy and probably prompted Macmillan to note that "the Americans
63

have certainly moved a long way."

Eden mistakenly extracted the word "disgorge" and developed

it into a policy. He placed a premium on Dulles* vocabulary

which, he believed, reflected Dulles* legal profession. Robert

Murphy interpreted the Secretary's language differentlyi "He was

entirely capable of suddenly ejaculating in the midst of a critical

situation! *It*s about time we started throwing bombs in the market

place.* But that type of statement was a relief from the pressure

and was to be taken with a warehouse full of salt."^
The writer believes that Americans often incorporate hyper¬

boles into their speech while the English achieve similar results

by utilizing understatement. While the English and Americans speak

the same language, interpretation of the words often loses something

in understanding.

Dulles returned to the United States and gave the following

account of the tripartite meeting. It is quoted at length to

demonstrate the difficulty Eden encountered with the Secretary. Dulles

^^Eden, pg. 437*

^Macmillan, pg. 107*

^Murphy, pg. 470.
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had a tendency to tell his allies one thing and the American public

quite another although public statements did not necessarily con¬

stitute official American policy.

*..We decided to call together in conference
the nations most directly involved with a
view to see whether agreement could not be
reached upon an adequate and dependable
international administration of the Canal
on terms which would respect, and generously
respect, all of the legitimate rights of
Egypt.

Now, I've been asked, "What will we do
if the conference fails?" My answer to that
is that we are not thinking in terms of the
conference failing. But I can say thisi We
have given no commitments at any time as to what
the United States would do in that unhappy con¬
tingency. 65

Dulles stated that the purpose of the conference was to see whether

international administration could achieve an equitable settle¬

ment, The Prime Minister had much more forceful ideas. Noticeably

the Secretary made no mention of Egypt's failure to permit Israeli

shipping through the Canal. This was an indication of American

efforts to Isolate the crisis from the Arab-Israeli dispute. To

invoke the 1888 Convention and later the UN,which had endorsed

Israel's claim to passage in 1951# as the basis for negotiation

while avoiding Israel's claim was tighrope diplomacy indeed!

Israel was a thorn in British policy as well? Eden had done

nothing previously to enforce the 1951 UN decision. On 2 August

the Prime Minister told Parliament that "freedom and security of

transit through the Canal, without discrimination and the efficiency

65Documents. pp. 152ff.
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of its operation can be effectually ensured only by an international

authority,"^ There was no mention of Egypt's rights. Nor was there

conjecture that the conference's findings would not be binding.
I

Eden did not seek the repristination of the Canal authority; he

wanted a new international authority that would dictate to Nasser.

Such an authority would obviously be unacceptable to Nasser; Nasser's

refusal, Eden believed, would establish a casus belli.

The Tripartite Declaration on 2 August was misleading. The

allies were not in close harmony. The legal position remained

uncertain and world reactions wore not in clear agreement with Great

Britain and France. Jordan, Iraq, India, South Africa, Germany,

Scandinavia, and predictably the communist countries had reservations.

An Indian quotation captured the feelings» "...if the prospect of
.

free navigation has been shattered, the reason lies not in the act of

nationalization but in Western policies.w ^ The Prime Minister
.

. ' ' "... by -, .■ ■
pressed more urgently for American support.

66Hansard. Vol, 557,Col, 1608,

^Manchester Guardian. July 1956#



CHAPTER II

Eden formed the Suez Committee, also known as the "Inner

Cabinet", to oversee the Suez Crisis. The group comprised one

third of the eighteen Cabinet memberss Harold Macmillan, Chan¬

cellor of the Exchecquer; the Marquis of Salisbury, Lord President

of the Privy Council; Alan Lennex-Boyd, Colonial Secretary;

Viscount KiLmuir, the Lord Chancellor; Peter Thomeycroft, President

of the Board of Trade; and Selwyn Lloyd, Foreign Secretary.

The importance of Macmillan in this group cannot be over¬

looked. Throughout the crisis he was "the most consistently ardent
1

advocate of the Suez invasion..." The fact that Richard Butler
2

was not an original member was regarded as a Macmillan victory.

As the senior statesman in the Cabinet, he influenced Eden's

decision in the abortive Templer mission and throughout the Suez

Crisis gave the Prime Minister continued optimistic reports from

his American friends. j

Eden appointed Macmillan Foreign Secretary in April 1955*

A clash ensued between the Prime Minister who desired to control

1
Anthony Sampson, Macmillant A Study in Ambiguity, pg. 109.

^Thomas, pg. *ML. Mr. Butler was ten years younger than Macmillan
and considered the likely candidate to succeed Mr. Eden
within the Conservative Party.
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foreign policy and. the Foreign Secretary who was determined to

direct his own department. Macmillan moved to the Exchecquer in

December 1955 on the understanding that the move would not be viewed
3

as a step removed from the prime ministership. From the Ex¬

checquer Macmillan commanded the economic assessment of the planned

military operation against Nasser. "Without his consistent support

as Chancellor," one source wrote, "the Invasion would probably never

have happened.

Eden and Macmillan were not close friends, but the Prime

Minister relied heavily upon Macmillan during the crisis. To

buttress his influence as Eden's economic adviser, the Chancellor

had many close friends in America who could be used as barometers

for American opinion. From these sources Macmillan continued to

exude confidence in the American desire to stand by Great Britain

in any eventuality. The Prime Minister's reliance upon the Chancellor

handicapped the objectivity he needed to act rationally.

Prime Minister Eden mistakenly failed to seek bipartisan

support for his policy throughout the crisis. He refused to consult

the leader of the Opposition, Hugh Gaitskell. In the Opposition

the Prime Minister preferred Herbert Morrison to Gaitskell. When

Gaitskell defeated Morrison for the Labor leadership, Eden was

concerned that this "was a national misfortune. In all my years of

political life I had not met anyone with his cast of mind and approach

■^Thomas, pg. 51.

Sampson, pg. 109.
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to problems. We never seemed to bo able to get on terms."5

Gaitskoll dined at No. 10 Downing Street the night news of

nationalization arrived but he was not askod to remain for the

briefing. Throughout the next few months, he often found himself

unprepared in Commons because of his inability to ascertain the

truth about Government policy from the Prime Minister.

Even in his own party, Eden did not have the confidence of

many. He incurred the wrath of the Suez Group, right wingers who

disapproved of British withdrawal from the Suez, or any other part

of the world. Julian Amery, Harold Macraillan's son-in-law, and

Captain Charles Waterhouse were the most vehement spokesmen of

the group. The dismissal of Glubb followed by the departure of

troops from Suez diminished Eden's popularity with the right wing

faction. Any move by the Government to thwart Nasser received

wild acclaim from the Suez Group, but Dulles* procrastination

made the Prime Minister's situation difficult.

Another reason jeopardizing Eden's leadership centered

around the abolition of capital punishment. The Government

favored abolition for some crimes and consequently, permitted

members of the Conservative Party to follow their consciences.

The Government's later quasi-endorsement of the traditional party

platform against abolition, proved too little too late as liberal

Tories combined with Laborites to overthrow the existing statute.

-*Love, pg. 372.
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Tho House of Lords overruled the Commons' verdict but the damage

had been done. The Government's failure to insist upon straight

party voting undermined the confidence in party leadership. These

were some of the prevalent attitudes when Eden addressed the House

of Commons on 30 Julyi

No arrangement for the future of this
great international waterway could be
acceptable to Her Majesty's Govern¬
ment which would leave it in the un¬

fettered control of a single power
which could a3 recent events have
shown exploit it purely for purposes (
of national policy. 6

/

He found ample support for his position during the Parliamentary

debates on 2 August. Eden insisted on nothing less than an

7
international authority to conduct canal operations.

Gaitskell's speech gave the impression of bipartisan support.

His remonstrations against Nasser were more vehement than Eden'si "If

Colonel Nasser's prestige is put up sufficiently, and ours is put

down sufficiently, the effects of that in part of the world will be

that our friends desert us because they think we are lost, and go

Q
over to Egypt." Julian Amery could not have spoken more con¬

vincingly. Gaitskell believed in the British mission in the Middle

East and he viewed Nasser's action as "the same we encountered

from Mussolini and Hitler in those years before the war." He

pressed for the curtailment of armaments heading for Egypt and other

unfriendly Middle East counrties, namely—Lebanon and Syria.

^Eden, pg.

7Hansard, Vol. 557, Col. 1615.
O

Hansard. Vol. 557, Col. I620ff.
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To this point Gaitskell gave full support to Government

objectives. He had devoted thirty-five minutes to British

indignation at Nasser's usurpation. Few attached much sig¬

nificance to his closing adumbrations, reservations that fore¬

shadowed Labor Party divergence from Government policyi
•

We must not...allow ourselves to
get into a position where we might
be denounced in the Security Council
as aggressors or where the majority
of the Assembly were against us.

j i

He thought the Government's refusal to utilize force to support

the 1951 United Nations' resolution guaranteeing Israeli passage

through the Canal complicated the legal justification for force

now. In the Shadow Cabinet only Kenneth Younger and Philip Noel-
9

Baker endorsed direct recourse to the UN. Gaitskell's warn¬

ings went unheeded at the time. Bipartisanship carried the day

at Westminister.

In the debate which followed several questioned the United

States* integrity in the Middle East. Labor MP S.N. Evans saw

the United States undermining British interests*

I am not one of those who think in terms
of an American bus with a British driver,
American strength and British diplomacy.
That is not how power works,..Equally,
I accept that we are a junior partner in
the Anglo-American partnership. But
even junior partners have their rights.
I am therefore bound to say that our
friends seem extraordinarily nearsighted
in relation to the rights of what, in

9
Thomas, pg. 57.
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tha last resort, is their only firm
and dependable ally. 10

Walham Warbey, a left wing socialist, in reference to Conservative

MP Hinchingbrook's demand that the British and French present an

ultimatum to Egypt with or without the United States, cautioned

that "our country's prestige will suffer enormously because,

against the background of their language and their demands, the

ultimate conduct of this country will appear to be a climb-down."**"
Something like this happened in Great Britain. Rhetoric and

emotions went unharnessed; whether by chance or design Government

policy lost its flexibility. The Government wanted Nasser's re¬

moval and so did just about everyone else in Great Britain. Policy

was channelled toward this objective with no apparent arrangements

for compromise.

Eden took two steps on 2 August which increased the potential
.

of war. First, the Inner Cabinet decided that force would be

employed if negotiations were not forthcoming within a reasonable
12

time frame. Secondly, he announced the mobilization of 25,000
'

j
reservists. Activating the reservists implied a national emergency.

No country of Britain's stature would activate reserves for purely

defensive measures against a man like Nasser. To remove 25,000
I

people from their homes and jobs placed a premium on their function
.

within the armed services. To deactivate them without utilization

would create psychological and political repercussions! A loss of

10Hansard. Vol. 557, Col. I6^3ff. ;

11Hansard. Vol. 557, Col. I65O.

*^Thomas, pg. 55.
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prestige, and a loss of confidence in Government policy to achieve

promised goals. The reservists became a barometer of British

tomperament. Financial sacrifice and family separation could

signal widespread discontent if action were not quickly forthcoming.

The Prime Minister*s demand for an international authority

and the activation of the reserves set him on an irreversible

course. He failed to allow Nasser any margin for negotiation,

and in doing so, limited his own flexibility. Any retraction from

the aggressive policy would result in a loss of British prestige.

Neither Eden nor Nasser was in a position to back down gracefully.

The Prime Minister, no doubt, thought he could "break" Nasser,

but his policy was a stateman's error; one authority on international

affairs said it succinctlyi "...never point in one direction, and

while ruling out certain choices, leave a considerable margin for
13maneuver..."

American support was a prime factor in Eden's policy.

American aid could make a military operation more readily available

than the six-week preparation Eden anticipated, and more important,

the United States could help mold world opinion against Nasser.

Nevertheless, the Prime Minister received indications that British

intentions might not be wholly acceptable to the United States.

Dulles* proposal to convene the London Conference at a much later

date has been previously cited. Such a proposal was not the action

of a country contemplating quick military retaliation.

13
Stanley Hoffmann, Gulliver's Troubles, or the Setting of American

Foreign Policy, pg. xvl.
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More frustrating to Eden was the American decision to

continue payment of canal dues to the Egyptian company. The

French and British made payments to the old Suez Company's

Paris and London offices which accounted for 65 percent of the

annual dues collected. Eden had no success in diverting American

revenues. The Secretary claimed lack of jurisdiction to impose

restraints upon American owned ships, many of which flew Liberian

and Panamanian flags. On 5 August American ships received autho¬

rity from the United States Government to pay dues to the nation¬

alized Egyptian authority hut such payments were to he "under
lg

protest and without prejudice."

If Dulles cooperated with his allies, Nasser would receive

barely one fifth of the annual dues. Such a marginal collection

could impair the effective operation of the Canal. Dulles'

refusal to comply with the Anglo-French request marked the de

facto recognition of the nationalized company. The Secretary's

motives were unquestionably directed toward keeping the Canal

operational, thereby eliminating the justification for coercion.

One critic thought that from an American viewpoint, avoidance of
15

war was paramount to international justice. World opinion

questioned whether the British and French had a strong claim against
1

Egypt.

1956 was a Presidential Election year in the United States.

Prime Minister Eden knew the President planned to seek another term

1 h
Times. 6 August 195&.

"^Finer, pg. 110.
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and realized the potential influence of a major confrontation
in the Kiddle East upon the American voter. Elected in 1952

to end the Korean War, Eisenhower had been hailed as the

President of Peace. Politically, Republicans stressed the period

of international tranquility during the Eisenhower administration.

Republicans sought to neutralize international affairs as a

political issue in the campaign. Eisenhower had suffered a heart

attack in 1955 and. an international crisis could cause undue

pressure on the President's heart. Under the Constitution the

Vice-President would succeed in case of the President's ill

health or demise. After the Republican National Convention there

was an unprecedented attempt to dump Richard Nixon from the

second slot on the Republican ticket, Mr. Nixon went on national

television and delivered his famous Checkers speech to arrest the

movement. At that time many Republicans wanted to avoid any issue

that could possibly jeopardize the President's health and put

Mr. Nixon at the helm.

Democratic Presidential Nominee Adlai Stevenson could not

have been more helpful to the Republican strategy. Ke avoided

questions, either general or specific, anent American foreign

policy. Ken in public office believed that America would have

more impact if it represented the united efforts of Republicans

and Democrats, Foreign policy became sacrosanct, undebatable.

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee, under the inquisitive eye

of Senator J. William Fulbright, never became the symbol of the
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questioning public until the escalation of the Southeast Asian

conflict in the 1960s.

Some Americans stressed the importance of the election

while dealing with the Suez crisisand the British Govern¬

ment correctly assessed that the United States did not wish to

take action until after the 6 November election. However, the

likelihood that a Middle Mast flare-up would create sufficient

tension to alter the election outcome was remote. Frankly, the

American voter was not abreast of the Middle East situation.

Dulles told Kacmillan that "Suez was playing no part in the

elections at the present time, since the Republicans didn't

understand it, and the Democrats were frightened by it."*'7
The one exception, the Jewish voter, could mean the difference

in New York's electoral vote, but even New York, according to J

the polls, was insufficient to sway the election.

More significance should have been placed on the date of

the election than the effect on the results. Dulles took 6

November and incorporated it into his plan of procrastination.

The Secretary believed that time assuaged the requirement for

force, and the Presidential Election, fully three months after

nationalization, would be ample time for him to secure a peaceful

settlement. ,

On his side the Prime Minister realized that many Americans

questioned British unity on the crisis;

16A UN Ambassador, Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., and Undersecretary of State
Herbert Hoover.

1 7
'Macmillan, pg. 136.
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...Mr. Dulles spoke several times to me
of the state of public opinion in Britain,
which he maintained was not in support of
the Government's policies over Suez, In
the end I had to contest this myself. I
still believe that American opinion under¬
estimated the firm sentiments of our country
at that time, and that this underestimate
had a debilitating Influence on their policy. 18

Gaitskell's closing remarks on 2 August forcast division and

the Sunday Times opposed armed intervention as a "necessary pro¬

cedure."^ Perhaps sensing possible dissension, Eden made a

nationwide television speech on 8 August to solidify British

opposition against Nasser and to stiffen Egyptian resistance to

Great Britain. The latter objective guaranteed Nasser's absence

from the upcoming London Conference. The effects of the speech were

20
well calculated before presentation!

The whole trend in the world today is
against taking selfish action for
purely national ends...Our quarrel is
not with Egypt, still less with the
Arab world. It is with Colonel Nasser...
He has shown he is not a man who can be
trusted to keep an agreement.,.If Colonel
Nasser's action were to succeed, each one
of us would be at the mercy of one man
for the supplies upon which we live. 21

The speech polarized national feeling} the majority favored a

strong course of action. Gaitskell made two attempts to impress

upon the Prime Minister Labor sentiment against any military inter-

*^Eden, pg. 549*

^Sunday Times, 29 July 1956*
20William Clark, Mr. Eden's press secretary} Love, pg. 396.
21

Times. 9 August 195^.
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vention. With Parliament atjjourned Government opposition was

difficult to gauge. Eden worked to keep his own party in line,

but reports emanating from Washington were not helpful.

At a press conference on 8 August the President said, "...I

can't conceive of military force being a good solution, certainly

under conditions as we know them now, and in view of our hopes that
28

things are going to be settled peacefully." J The President

advocated common sense and sober thinking and pointed "out that

damage and destruction is no settlement when you are trying to

build and construct," Eisenhower thought Prime Minister Eden placed
■

too much premium on breaking Nasser. Britain received these state¬

ments with much disquiet. Was this in line with Dulles* promise

to "disgorge" what Nasser swallowed?
i ' '."-J

■

Almost in the next minute the President answered a question

concerning military intervention under any circumstancest

...every important question in the world
in which more than one nation is interested
should be settled by negotiation. We have
tried to substitute the conference table for
the battlefield. Now, I don't mean to say
that anyone has to surrender rights without
using everything they can to preserve their
rights. 24

The implication of force appeared perfectly clear to the Prime

Minister. The continued use of tergiversation left the American

position uncertain.

American lack of empathy was a bitter disappointment to the

^Hansard. Vol. 558, Col. 117.
23 "-^Department of State Publication, The Suez Canal Problems July 26-

September 22, 1956. pg. 4t>.
24

I"bld.. pg. 46.



Prime Minister. United States Secretary of Defense Charles Wilson

called the Canal seizure a "ripple in world affairs." J Such

offhand remarks received stem criticism from Great Britain. The

President, more than any other American official, strove to

maintain cordial relations with Great Britain; "but the Prime Minister

could not help thinking that the Americans approached the crisis as

a business deal concerning the world's largest public utility

rather than as an alley's fight for political existence.

Constant pressure from Paris further complicated the British

position. At the London Conference Eden was wedged between French

belligerence and American equivocation. A newspaper report in an

American paper predicted more disharmony.
I

The United States at London will not
back the British-French idea of a new

international agency to run the Canal.
Instead, Mr. Dulles will propose that
Egypt alone will run the Canal and
that a new international body be
erected to hear appeals on such matters'
as toll rates, management efficiency,
provisions for expanding the Canal and
unhindered passage for ships of all
nations...26

Nasser did not plan to attend the conference< Eden's 8 August

speech made his presence impossible. In his refusal Nasser

proposed another conference "for the purpose of reviving the

Constantinople Convention ana guaranteeing the freedom of navi-
27

gation on the Suez Canal." India advised Egypt's more concilia-

2<:
■'Eisenhower, pg. ^-3.

^Washington Post. 13 August 1956.

^Documents, pg. 173*
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tory tone throughout August. Nasser chose moderation in dealing

with Canal workers and the use of revenues for the High Dam. On

6 August Nasser promised to modernize the Canal to accommodate

larger oil tankers. He further initiated an appeal to the Security

Council claiming Great Britain and France planned to use force to

imperil world peace. At this time Dulles disapproved of British-

French recourse to the United Nations Because the subject of

international control of waterways would jeopardize American
pO

privileges in Panama.

Compensation was the only solid basis for intervention while

traffic ran smoothly through the Canal. To consider compensation

condoned the legality of Nasser's nationalization, a fact Great

Britain did not wish to concede. Britain was reluctant to accept

the truth that the hazards to the British economy emanating from

nationalization were "more speculative than those which International

law deems a justification for military acts of self-defense."^
Responses to the invitation were not overwhelming. India,

Ceylon, Indonesia, and Pakistan withheld acceptance; rumors spread.
30

that sufficient acceptance would not be received. The buildup

of British-French forces in the Mediterranean caused apprehension

among invitees who wondered whether acceptance to the London
i

Conference meant the de facto recognition of the British-French position.

^^Kacmillan, pg. 118.

^Survey. pg. 18.

•^Manchester Guardian. 6 August 1956*
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Dulles arrived in London on 15 August. The First London

Conference met at Lancaster House the following day. Represen¬

tatives from Egypt and Greece were conspicuously absent. Greece

protested against the British position in Cyprus. Nasser sent Wing

Commander Ali Sabrey to London as an outside observer to the

proceedings. He met with several of the representatives during

negotiations.

Secretary of State Dulles delivered a major speech on the

opening day, stressing the international character of the Canal

and the importance of free navigation. He argued that Nasser's

action had been performed for national purposes rather than
i

retaliation against the West for refusing the High Dam loan.

The Secretary advocated an international board "to be established

by treaty and associated with the UN. Egypt would be represented

on such a board, but no single nation would dominate it. J

Such a board would conduct the efficient operation of the inter¬

national waterway and would be divorced from the influence of

national politics.

Great Britain and the United States were more concerned

with safeguarding the Canal from the control of one country than

France who was not as conciliatory but supported the argument if

it could overthrow Nasser. Eden underrated the difference between

Dulles* position on 2 August and his argument at the London Conference.'

^Finer, pg. 150ff.

32Eden, pg. 4-51 •
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Much more amenable in tone, Dulles now offered a Suez Canal Board

that included Egypt to conduct operations and not a Suez Canal

Authority to take over operation of the Canal. The irreconcilable

fact of his proposal was the recognition of Egypt's sovereign

rights while simultaneously advocating the removal of management from

Egyptian hands.

India made a counterproposal offering a consultative body

rather than an independent board which would be associated with the

Egyptian Canal Authority in an advisory capacity. President

Eisenhower cabled Dulles on 19 August that he believed the Indian

suggestion would be more palatable to Nasser than the operating

board.

Dulles approached the conference again on 20 August. He -»

did not think the conference could make binding decisions on Egypt

or dissenting members of the conference.

What we are proposing is courteously' to
inform Egypt of certain facts, and to
ask Egypt whether or not she is prepared
to enter into negotiations for a con¬
vention which will take account of those
facts, 33

He hoped to acquire maximum unanimity on what was right for the

international well-being of the Canal and to present these views

along with dissenting opinions to Nasser. The Prime Minister's

plan was not so magnanimous.

Dmitri Shepilov, representing the Soviet Union, tried to

disrupt American proposals. "Nobody now disputed the legality of

•^Finer, pp. ljJOff.
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the nationalization," he said. "Egypt was the rightful owner of

the Canal and the conference deeision as it now stood planned to

allow Egypt "a place in her own home."

Selwyn Lloyd, able chairman of the conference, presented a

strong reservation to Egyptian sovereigntyt

Sovereignty does not mean the right
to do exactly what you please within
your own territory...the doctrine of
sovereignty gives no right to use the
national territory or to do things
within the national territory which are
of an internationally harmful character. 3^

The French, who were openly hostile in their tone against Nasser,

were willing to proceed without American support. "Nasser's not

going to hurt us" French Foreign Minister Christian Pineau said

optimistically. He proceeded even more confidently! "It would
35

have been extremely normal for Egypt to be here to state its case."

French qualms anent the American commitment were reinforced ty

Dulles' refusal to lead the delegation to Egypt.

The Prime Minister approached Carl McCardle, a Dulles

Intimate, on 20 August and suggested that he induce Dulles to lead,

the mission. McCardle agreed with Eden's view but was unsuccessful

in his talk with the Secretary. xMacmillan also exhorted

Dulles with similar results. Reasons for Dulles' refusal are

conjecture but the Secretary probably thought his talents should not

be placed in direct confrontation with a petty tyrant like Nasser.

-^Finer, pg. 169.

35Ibid.. pg. 177.
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More accurately, perhaps, he did. not want to share responsibility

if the mission failed. In lieu of Dulles, Prime Minister Robert

M. Menzies of Australia headed the mission. A qualified diplomat,

Menzies* affinity with Great Britain and his forceful speech made

him ill-suited for the task. Representatives from the United States,

Sweden, Ethiopia, and Iran served on the committee with Menzies.

Opportunity for success was slim once Dulles refused to

participate. Without power to negotiate Menzies realized the

weakness in the assumption of a Canal free from politics governed

by a board void of authority to "take over the operation of the Canal.

Military preparations did not cease in anticipation of Menzies*

missionj the British buildup on Cyprus and Malta continued. By

29 August French troops were also mobilizing on Cyprus, and Great

Britain had completed Operation Nursery, the evacuation of 872

British wives and children from Egypt. Macmillan submitted a

budget report requesting an increase in $280 million in defense.

He did not forsee "a flight from the pound" as long as the United

States supported Great Britain.^ He did warn that the expense

of a long military operation would be exorbitant.

Meanwhile, Nasser announced the discovery of a spy ring

under the leadership of two first secretaries of the British

Embassy. Three British subjects were incarcerated and many

Embassy officials were told to leave the country. Five British

newspaper correspondents were ordered outj only the Manchester

-^Macmillan, pg. 109.
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/

Guardian correspondent received permission to remain.

Word from Washington did not encourage Prime Minister Eden

either. Sir Roger Makins, British Ambassador to the United States,

cabled London that American support of force was out of the question

at least until after 6 November. A Dulles press conference on

28 August fortified Makins• report. Dulles said the Canal "is not

a matter which is primarily of United States concern but primarily,

of concern to many countries—about twenty—whose economies axe

37
virtually dependent upon the Canal." This may have been true

but to Great Britain the comment was inopportune. Menzles had not

departed for Cairo and already Dulles had made public statements

suggesting a rift in the Western position. Nasser had no intention

of accepting an international board. He would "accept any solution

that does not affect our sovereignty." He went on to say, "we Inter-
38

pret international control to be a form of collective colonialism,

Menzles attributed the failure of the mission to a remark

President Eisenhower made at a press conference.

Well, I am not going to comment on the
actions of any other government. For
ourselves we are determined to exhaust
every possible, every feasible method
of peaceful settlement...and we believe
it can be done, and I am not going to
comment on what other people are doing,.
We are committed to a peaceful settle¬
ment of this dispute, nothing else. 39

3?Finer, pg. 187.
3%ew York Times, 3 September 1956.

^^Macmillan, pg. 117.
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MtsiizjLes' accusation suffered from a lapse in chronology. Nasser told

Menzies that he could not accopt the international "board prior

to Eisenhower's press conference. Nevertheless, lengthy efforts

by American officials to explain the American position often

undermined British attempts to establish a united Western position.

The Prime Minister longed for the old American cliche "No comment 1"

at these press conferences but it never came. The President's

remarks reduced the likelihood of force and substantiated the

belief that other American proposals were forthcoming.

Before the American Representative Roy Henderson flew to

Cairo, Eden impressed upon him Britain's adamant position.

We are determined to secure our just
rights in Suez, and if necessary we will
use force because I would rather have
the British Empire fall in one crash
than have it nibbled away as it seems
is happening now. J

British sources later charged that Henderson conducted private

talks with Nasser while Menzies tried to reach a settlement along
*4,3the lines of the eighteen-nation proposal.

Nasser formally rejected the eighteen-nation proposal on

10 September. He made another plea for a conference similar to

his request on 12 August which would review the Convention of 1888.

Eisenhower dismissed the offer as void of any "substantive point".

3Love, pg. 416-417.

Hlacmillan, pg. 117*

2Finer, pg. 192.

■^Manchester Guardian. 8 September 1956J Times. 11 September 1956#
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Britain worked in a different vein deciding on 25 August to go to

the United Nations if the Menzles mission failed.

While President Eisenhower advocated the exploration of

every peaceful means to settle the crisis, Secretary Dulles opposed

the British decision to go to the United Nations. He reversed his
I4.5

earlier decision of 24 August in favor of the UN. Eden charged

that the United States did not approach the issue in the spirit of

an ally. "Rather did they try to gain time," he said, "coast along

over difficulties as they arose and improvise policies, each following
US

on the failure of its immediate predecessor."

Dulles resorted to legal jargon and subtle arguments to subdue

the British and French move to the UN. He elaborated on the difference

between "dispute" and "situation", emphasizing that if the resolution

was the former the Nest might find itself in the minority while the

latter might not be sufficient for the Security Council to render a

resolution. All this double talk left Great Britain and France

dumbfounded. The Secretary accused Great Britain and France of

enlisting the aid of the Security Council to force a new treaty on

47
Egypt which would bestow new rights on the users. ' Dulles advocated

a letter to inform the Security Council of the situation. One

French official remarked that it was like leaving a calling card.

^^den, pg. 457.

acmillan, pf. 118.
^Eden, pg. 5°9«

^Survey. pg. 30.
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Eden remembered that "given the lack of American support for a

48
stronger move, we were obliged to adopt" his proposal. Great

Britain and France sent a joint letter to the United Nations

Security Council without a United States signature on 12 September.

The United States9 reluctance to support the Anglo-French letter

left little doubt that the opposition was formulated upon the

suspicion that it was not an honest attempt to reach a solution but
4-9

"a device for obtaining cover" for armed attack on Egypt."

Since Gaitskell's speech on 2 August, the Opposition had been

trying to forward the issue to the United Nations. The Prime

Minister's decision to follow Dulles* advice would provoke harsh

criticism from the Labor Party when Parliament reconvened for a

special session on 12 September. Dulles recognized the Prime

Minister's predicament and worked over the Labor Day weekend to

devise an alternative. Kis substitute for United Nations action

was the Suez Canal Users Association. Under the Users Association

members of the London Conference would be invited to join a Users

Club equiped with pilots and a collection agency. SCUA pilots

would keep traffic running smoothly if Nasser withdrew his pilots.

A system would also be devised to provide just compensation for

Egypt. From the scheme's inception, the important question was

implementations Did SCUA members plan to force their ships through

the Canal if and when Nasser stopped them? Dulles presented the plan

^°Eden, pg. 476.

49Ibid., pg. 460.
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to Sir Roger Makins who recalled the Secretary's viewsi

The Convention gave Nasser no right
to make a profit out of the operation
of the Canal. He would now see the
money vanishing from his grasp and
this, so Dulles argued, would deflate
him more effectively than threat or
use of force. 50

Not three weeks earlier Eden tried to get Dulles to redirect

Canal dues; France, Holland, Norway, and Germany supported Eden

in this request. At that time Dulles said, "No! You've got

alternatives. If the canal is closed because we refuse to pay

tolls, you know that it's going to cost you a lot of money to

go around by the Cape! Besides, you can get some relief by rationing

gasoline J"-*1 Eden queried what Dulles really planned now; his past

remarks hardly confirmed good faith.

Prime Minister Eden visualized the Users Association as an

opportunity to truncate dues payments to the Egyptian company and

also solidify the waning alliance between Great Britain and the

United States, He personally thought the plan "cockeyed, but if it

brings the Americans in, I can go along."He decided in favor of

the plan believing the United States would be committed to their

own plan and dues would be diverted from Nasser's grasp which "was
53

the key to the whole business."

Correspondence between Eisenhower and Eden accelerated during

^°Bden# pg. 516.
5^-piner, pg. 203.

•^Thomas, pg. 76.

53gden, pg. 51?'



early September. Had the contents of the communications been

made public, the Prime Minister's decision to use force might

have been thwarted by public opinion. On 2 September the

President wrotei

I am afraid, Anthony, that from
this point onward our views on the
situation diverge...I must tell
you frankly that American public
opinion flatly rejects the thought
of using force particularly when
it does not seem that every pos¬
sible peaceful means of protecting
our vital interests has been ex¬

hausted without result.

The President wrote this letter because of growing apprehension in

the United States at the Anglo-French buildup of military forces

in the Mediterranean. The Prime Minister remembered that the

President's thought on the separation of the Canal dispute from
55

the larger Middle East question was the main tenet of the letter. ^
!■

Eden's return correspondence was more indicative than his

memoirs of the disquieting news in the President's letter. He
i

wrote on 6 September that Nasser's actions paralleled Hitler's
.

movements before World War Two. Through expansionist and clandestine

methods Nasser's motives were to undermine Western influence in the

Middle East. The seizure of the Canal Company might begin a plan

that would culminate in the cessation of oil supplies to Western

Europe. He thought the British- American policy diverged in its

assessment of Nasser's intentions and did not choose to wait "until

tyll•^Eisenhower, pg. 666-668.

-^Eden, pg. 518.
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Nasser had unmistakenly unveiled his intentions."-^ The Prime

Minister did not wish to take part in what he termed the "ignoble

end to our history if we accepted to perish tjy degrees.

His reference to Hitler evoked an Immediate response from the

President. "The place where we apparently do not agree", the Pre¬

sident said, "is on the probable effects on the Arab world to /"sic"J the
CQ

various possible reactions by the Western world.The Prime

Minister made too much of Nasser, Eisenhower thought. Nasser

thrived on drama and present Anglo-French preparations only enhanced

his prestige. The President offered economic boycotts and Arab

rivalries as an alternative to force. His tone of moderation could

not be misinterpreted! "I assure you that we are not blind to the

fact that eventually there may be no escape from the use of force"

nevertheless "the world believes there are other means available"

and military action at this juncture "would set in motion forces

that could lead...to the most distressing results."^
The Prime Minister now confronted the most crucial phase of

Anglo-American relations. Secret negotiations with Franco for

military intervention were in full swing. Canal traffic passed
'

unhampered and the scheduled removal of British and French pilots

was not likely to provide sufficient breakdown in traffic to warrant

•^Eden, pp. 518ff.

57lbid., pp. **6-47.
58

Eisenhower, pp. 669ff»

59lbid.
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a military operation. French Prime Minister Mollet and Foreign

Minister Pineau flew to London to revamp military plansi Port Said

was redesignated as the prime target site. This made more sense

than the alternate target Alexandria since the ostensible reason

for intervention was the protection of the Canal» and Alexandria

is about as close to the Canal as Liverpool is to London.

British Cabinet debate focused upon course of action while

military operations continued! UN or SCUA. Selwyn Lloyd endorsed

the United Nations and warned the Prime Minister against Dulles*

plan. President Eisenhower's press conference on 11 September

provided the prescient knowledge Eden needed to realize that the

United States had no intention of solving the crisis hy coercion.

As you know, this country will not go
to war ever while I am occupying my
present position unless the Congress
is called into session...so as far as

going into any kind of military action
under present conditions we are not, 61

Eisenhower's suggestion that the problem be solved through the UN

struck an ironic note to British observers aware of Dulles' intention to

prevent initiatives to the UN. Convinced that the United States

would be committed to her own project, the Prime Minister decided

in favor of SCUA and stood by to receive vociferous rebuttals from

the Opposition.

The House of Commons convened on 12 September for the third
6)2

emergency session since .World War Two. The Prime Minister held

^Thomas, pg. 25*
■

^*Eden, pg. U80,

62The other two occasions were devaluation in I9U9 and the Korean War
in 1950.
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his position and introduced the Users Association. In justi¬

fication for not approaching the UN, he related the unfortunate

results of the Iranian Abadam affair in 1951 when UN action

lingered, and later appeal to the International Court found the

situation outside its jurisdiction. Cries of "Deliberate pro¬

vocation!" and "Resign!" could be heard above Eden's voice when

he mentioned that Nasser "should not seek to interfere" with SCUA.

The Prime Minister's decision was now public record; he was

committed to the American plan. On the same day, Secretary of

State Dulles issued his first public statement on SCUA, implying

that the plan was a British rather than an American proposal.

That evening he studied Eden's presentation of the Users Association

and decided his approach was too bellicose. The following day

when asked whether the United States would support Britain in an

armed convoy through the Canal if Nasser stopped SCUA ships, he

responded:

Well, I don't know what you mean
by "support". I have said that
the United States did not intend
to try to shoot its way through
the Canal.

The Prime Minister recalled: "It would, be hard to imagine a

statement more likely to cause the maximum allied disunity and
i

disarray." Robert Murphy who worked with Dulles on SCUA

recollected: "If John Foster Dulles ever was actually convinced

of the possibility of organising a Canal Users Association to

6°
"'Documents, pp. 210ff,

64,
Eden, pg. 539-
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operate the Suez Canal, I was not aware of it."^ The Secretary's
remark shattered Eden's attempt to align British-American policy.

The Prime Minister, understandably, did not look forward to the

following day at Westminister.

Dulles' statement provoked the most insensed reaction in

Commons since Nasser's nationalization speech. The Prime

Minister faced an unenviable twofold task: Support the American

SCUA plan which Dulles had so weakly defended the day previous

and postpone UN action which the Labor Party adamantly requested

and Dulles poignantly disdained. When asked what Great Britain

would do in the eventuality Egypt refused passage, the Prime

Minister quoted the most positive statement in Dulles* otherwise

deflating press conference: "In this event the parties to or

beneficiaries of the convention would be free to take steps to

assure their rights through the United Nations or other action
67

appropriate to the circumstances." '

Gaitskell queried British intentions to shoot her way through

the Canal, Eden evaded the question and replied that Great Britain

was in complete accord with the United States about what to do and

reminded the House that Great Britain was acting in concert with

other governments, and that it waited the opportune moment to ap- •

68 '
proach tne Security Council. He could not promise postponement of

Murphy, pg. k?0.
ss
°

Survey, pg. 36.

°?Hansard. Vol. 558, Col. 299ff.

Hansard, Vol. 556* Col. 306.
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military action until after the UN had been consulted. The Prime

Minister's reservation opened the door for the Opposition.

Hugh Gaitskell led the attack stating that he had asked the

Prime Minister on 13 August to make a public statement declaring

military preparations precautionary and defensive in nature, but

Eden at that time, refused. Gaitskell challenged the Government's

initiative to withdraw Canal pilots and firmly dismissed any delays

in shipping as pretext for military intervention. He raised

the one question British-French military planners apparently

ignored t How did the Government intend to occupy the Canal Zone

after military intervention?

Labor MP, R.H.S. Crossman, warned the Government that military

action without United States support would send the United States
69

to the Security Council to censure British unilateral action.

Invoking Dulles' forced retreat over Indo-China with Eden's well-

managed assistance, Crossman begged the Government to get off their

very high horse "with as gooa a grace as possible." Labor MP

Edelman, hesitated to accept United States association with SCUA.

"The Americans, and Mr. Dulles in particular", he said, "suffer

from the belief that nationalism is necessarily a step forward from

colonialism."''7® To one Conservative MP the absence of Anglo-American

cooperation signaled the decline of Western influence in the Middle

East.?!
■j .

69Hansard. Vol. 558, Col. 90.

7°Hansard. Vol. 558, Col. 110.

7*Sir R. Boothhy, Hansard. Vol. 558, Col. 142.
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Dullos* 13 September press conference undoubtedly induced

further polarization of British opinion. The Labor Party insisted

upon recourse to the UN and the inefficacy of force as a successful

deterrent to Nasser in world opinion. Conservatives critized

American policy which undermined the British position in the

Middle East. The Suez Group attached economic significance to the

American role in the Middle East and thought that it was about time
72

that the Government protect her Interests and act independently.'

On the main question to accept SCUA, the Government majority was

sixty-nine votes, larger than straight party voting, but British

opinion now clearly separated on the question of force.

The debates were hard on the Prime Minister. Negotiations

with France and the United States, had thrown Eden into a revolving

door. Two days at Westminister defending an American proposal the

United States refused to support was sufficient for Eden to side

with France. "American torpedoing of their own plan on the first

day of launching it left no alternative but to use force or acquiesce
73

in Nasser*s triumph," the Prime Minister wrote. He might also have

added that he was now barely on speaking terms with Secretary Dulles.

72
Leon D. Epstein, British Politics in the Suez Crisis, pg. 59*

^Love, pg. 4-27.



CHAPTER III

/

Dulles in his SCUA proposal clearly played for time.* He
told Macmillan that "six months of economic pressure on Nasser

would accomplish all we wanted."2 For the previous two months

the Secretary refused to redirect dues to the Suez Canal Company

offices in Paris or London. His demand now for economic pressures

had a hollow ring.
i

The Prime Minister had miscalculated the response of American

policy and it cost him dearly. Communications from the President

and disturbing reports from American press conferences amply

suggested American reluctance to utilize force. The Prime Minister

also realized that the walkout of Canal pilots would not provide

the occasion for intervention.

Even before nationalization there was a shortage of pilots.

The Canal normally required 250 pilots, but only 205 were on hand

on 26 July, and of those, 115 were British and French citizens.

To alleviate any tension or pretext for war, Nasser went to ex¬

tremes to guarantee the perpetuation of traffic through the Canal.

*Emmet John Hughes, The Ordeal of Power, pp. 177-178*

2Macmillan, pg. 136.

\

■*62*
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On 4 August he authorised the payment of Canal dues to frozen

Egyptian accounts in Paris and London. He followed with a five-

year $56-nillion Canal program to enlarge the Canal's dimensions

for larger transports. He made little mention of his earlier

promise to reallocate Canal dues for the construction of the

High Dam. With a loan from India and promised credits against

cotton from Communist China, Nasser faced little difficulty in

operating the Canal.

Britain and France overestimated the difficulty of transit

through the Suez Canal. The miscalculation stemmed partially

from the pilots themselves who, wanting to protect the uniqueness

of their skilled jobs, publicized the difficulty of transit. The

job was more tedious than skillful; a one-way excursion took

twelve hours. The Suez Canal does not have to contend with the -■

3
many locks which hamper passage through the Panama Canal.

Several merchant captains who frequently passed through the Suez

Canal navigated the passage themselves. Egyptians anticipated the

walkout of Western pilots and worked quickly to .train new pilots,

many of whom were captains in the Egyptian Navy. Lloyd's of London

increased their war risk insurance premiums on cargoes earmarked
h,

for Canal transit on 14 September, but the measure was more a

reflection of the British bellicose interpretation of S(j)UA than
the scheduled walkout of pilots the following day.

In a public statement on 16 September, Nasser took advantage of

^An error in an Eighteenth Century survey established a water level
difference of o feet between the Red Sea and the Mediterranean Sea
and influenced Napoleon's decision not to construct a connecting Canal.

4
Love, pg. 429.
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the Western rifts

We shall not allow the Western-

proposed Canal Users Association
to function through the Canal»
We Egyptians shall run the Canal
smoothly and efficiently and if,
in spite of this, the Canal Users
Association forces its way through
the Suez Canal then it would mean

aggression and would be treated as
such. 5

He sent a letter to the Security Council a day later declaring

the proposed SCUA violated the UN Charter and the Convention of

1888. Present Anglo-French military preparations, Nasser main¬

tained, were an eminent challenge to international peace. Nasser's

UN overture shocked the Prime Minister who now realized the folly

of Dulles' advice to stay away from the UN. Nasser's action further

aggravated that element of British opinion which endorsed immediate

recourse to the United Nations.

The Prime Minister was not enthusiastic about the prospects of

the Second London Conference. The conference received the disapproval

of several nations who were not extended the diplomatic courtesy

of notification of SCUA before Eden's announcement at Commons. The

conference commenced on 19 September and many loopholes were

obvious. Required land installations, access of foreign pilots to

Canal facilities, Egyptian cooperation and subsequent procedures in

case of an Egyptian blockade were suspect. Italy refused to accept

the Users and Japan offered resistance. Sweden, Denmark, Norway,

Italy, and the Netherlands favored submission to the United Nations.

5
New York Times, 17 September 1956.
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Spain, seeking to preserve relations with the Arabs in North

Africa, recommended attention to Nasser*s 10 September plea

for a conference. A later conference established SCUA, but no

enthusiasm developed. United States Ambassador Aldrich aptly

described the futility of the organizational meetingi "It's a

terrible thing to have to sit at these great conferences, setting

up something that you don't think is going to work—can't possibly

work."^

In a meeting with Dulles on 21 September, the Prime Minister

expressed dissatisfaction with SGUA in its present form and pondered

the next step. The Secretary thought that British discontent with

SCUA was a premature assessment! the Users should be given an op¬

portunity to work. He implied that the British and the French

sought to scuttle SCUA before the organization had been formed and

reiterated his reservations about UN action. If Great Britain

decided to take the matter to the United Nations, he requested that
"

he be apprised.

Thoughts of war abated in late September as shippers removed

the 15 percent freight surcharge levied on Suez cargoes to accommodate

the anticipated delay created by the pilots* walkout. Eden and

Macmlllan tried to keep the Americans "frightened" with hyperbolic

statements reflecting British concern. Macmillan told Dulles during

the SCUA conference that he would rather pawn the pictures in the

National Gallery than accept humiliation from Nasser.? Eden cabled

^Love, pg. k38.

?Eden, pg. 520.
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Eisenhower on 1 October thatj

Nasser is now effectively in Russian
hands, just as Mussolini was in Hitler's.
It would be as ineffective to show weak¬
ness to Nasser now in order to placate
him as it was to show weakness to Mussolini.
The only result was and would be to bring
the two together...I feel sure that any¬
thing which you can say or do to show
firmness to Nasser at this time will help
the peace by giving the Russians pause. 8

The Prime Minister realized that the United States would not

participate in military action against Nasser. His motive for

maintaining amiable relations with the United States was to ob-
i

tain American neutrality when intervention occurred. The Prime

Minister did not wish to alienate the United States sufficiently

to ignite American counteraction. American influence on world
i

opinion could not be overlooked.

In late September the Chancellor of the Exchecquer journeyed
i

to the United States to attend a meeting of the International Monetary

Fund. The trip gave Macmillan an opportunity to visit his mother's

home, to renew old friendships, and to calibrate American opinion on

the crisis. In Indianapolis he told a group of businessmen that

Nasser could not be allowed to succeed) more was at stake than the
• - •. 'it .*'*[. •'

9Suez Canal, a view the United States was reluctant to acknowledge.

In Washington the President sympathized with Great Britain and

assured Macmillan "that we must get Nasser down. The only thing
.

was, how to do it." The President realized the inapplicability of

)

®Eden, pg. ^98.
9
'Macmillan, pg. 132.
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massive retaliation in world situations» Formosa, Indo-China, and

Egypt proved its inadequacies. With the United Nations membership

climbing to seventy-six nations, the President recognized the United

States' inability to control UN voting patterns through foreign aid

and political alliances. Eisenhower, by citing the limitations of

a super power in world affairs, sought to convey the need for

moderation in. handling the crisis. Macmillan left with a "strong

feeling that the President was really determined to stand up to
«10Nasser.

A meeting with Secretary Dulles in the afternoon was considerably

less cordial. Dulles was indignant over the British decision to go

to the United Nations. Ke felt double-crossed because Great Britain

11
did not make her intentions known to him. On the topic of SCUA

Dulles volunteered that the SCUA might work but it would take six

months. Macmillan did receive some encouragement concerning the

payment of American dues to SCUA though he doubted Great Britain

could wait six months for results unless Nasser "was losing face

till the time.^ Macmillan questioned Dulles' willingness to sup¬

port dues payments to SCUA now when he had continually refused in

the past.

With one eye on the Presidential Election, Dulles hoped that no

precipitate action would happen before 6 November. From the

^Macmillan, pg. 13^.
11

Finer, pg. 2ol.
12

Macmillan, pg. 136.
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I

discussion, Macmillan made the following observations!

Except for the plea that we should try to
avoid pressing the issue until the election
was over, there was no hint in this talk
that Dulled did not recognize our right
and indeed our need to resort to force if
necessary. Perhaps I should have attached
greater weight to the date of the Presi¬
dential Election. Although there was a
general, opinion that it would be a "walk¬
over" for Eisenhower, and the Gallup polls
confirmed this view, yet there might have
been some nervousness at Republican head¬
quarters. 13

Republican Party nervousness prior to the Election reflected the

1948 Presidential Election results when Republican nominee Thomas

E. Dewey was defeated by the incumbent, President Harry S. Truman,

after all of the major polls predicted an overwhelming Republican

victory. The Republicans were not about to take another election

lightly. Although the United States did not seek active involvement

in the crisis at least until after the Election, Macmillan failed to

observe that the President placed a premium on British justification

for intervention and inaccurately reported back to the Prime

Minister that "Ike will be doggo until after the election.

The United States continued to undermine Eden's interpretation

of SGUA. Dulles told the press on 26 September that American

shipping would go around the Cape if Nasser prevented passage.

Ships flying American colors would pay SCUA, but the United States

was in no position to regulate American owned ships flying foreign

^Macmillan, pp. 136-137*

Thomas, pg, 95,
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flags. Dulles thought there was little chance of acquiring dues

from Liberia and Panama, the two major countries sailing American

owned ships. The day prior Dulles had told Kacmillan that procurement

of dues from ships under "a flag of convenience" could be realised.

The Secretary's equivocation on 26 September was more than

matched by his press conference performance on 2 October. Ke

made the following distinction between Anglo-French and American

policiesj

In soma areas the three nations are

bound by treaty to protect. In those
the three nations stand together. Other
problems relate to other areas and
touch the so-called problem of colon¬
ialism in some way or another. On
these problems, the United States
plays a somewhat independent role. 15

The official release emendated this statement to suggest that the

United States did not seek to enhance or to deter anticolonial or

colonial factions. The Secretary who originally sought to localize

the Canal crisis, raised fundamental questions about issues that

were not apposite to the dispute. If his main objective was to

keep the Canal open, he could hardly achieve results by further

aggravating the two countries who were in a position to shut the

Canal down by military intervention. Nasser would surely scuttle

every 3hip in the Canal he could at the first sign of intervention.

Dulles* statement supported the contention that many British critics

of American policy maintained throughout the crisis; namely—that

%ew York Times, 3 October 1956.
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to Americans nationalization was considered a step forward from

colonialism.

The final death knell to SCUA was Dulles* following state¬

ment concerning the use of force to ensure passage through the

Canali "There is talk about teeth being pulled out of this plan,

but I know of no teeth} there were no teeth in it, so far as I am

aware.If Eden had any difficulty persuading members of his

Cabinet to follow through with secret military plans which now

included Israel, Dulles* press conference proved the deciding in-
17fluence. Anthony Nutting remembered the press conference as the

18
final breaking point in Anglo-American negotiations.

The Secretary's handling of SCUA was the culmination of an

irresolute American policy. Dulles had to provide the leadership

in negotiations because the British and French were too emotionally

involved in the situation to achieve a peaceful settlement with

Nasser. From the outset, Dulles* actions were nondirectional,

improvisational. He arrived in London in early August laden with

objectives but no policy. His prime concern was the isolation of

the Suez Canal from the unique American arrangement in the Panama

Canal Zone and the separation of the Canal crisis from larger

Middle East questions. He never approached the crisis with genuine

concern for the Anglo-French predicament. The crisis called for a

^New York Times, 3 October 1956*

17 •
'Thomas, pg, 96.

18Nutting, pg. 70.
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man with imagination and. a resolute plan for settlement , but instead.

of anticipating problems, Dulles reacted to them. His 2 October

press conference reflected the frustration of a man who had run out

of ideaso Great Britain and France were in no mood to wait longer.

American separation from Anglo-French policy hampered the

efforts of the United Nations to achieve a peaceful settlement.

Ministers Lloyd and Pineau met with Dulles in New York on 5 October

to establish a presentation for the United Nations. Dulles hardly

approached the meeting as an allyj he asked "was it for war or

peace" that Great Britain and France brought their case to the UN?

Pineau and Lloyd held their position maintaining that the capitu¬

lation of Nasser was necessary to restore Western influence in the
19

Middle East. Foreign Minister Pineau did not foresee the pos-

20
sibility of a peaceful settlement. Lloyd's attempts to establish

a firm commitment from Dulles over Canal dues were unsuccessful,

"The Secretary of State continued to prevaricate over this point,"
21

Macmillan remembered. Even though the three nations appeared a

long way from accord, six principles as a prerequisite for settle¬

ment were established: Free transit, Egyptian sovereignty, regulation

of tolls, allocation of dues, settlement of disputes by arbitration,

and insulation of operations from the politics of .one country—all

were unanimously passed by the Security Council. Unfortunately, the

Love, pg. 444,
20

Eisenhower, pg. 52.
^

Macmillan, pg. 140.
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second phase of the resolution met resistance from the Soviet Union.

More accurately, the Soviet Union vetoed part two of the resolution

because it was completely unacceptable to Nasser. Mollet and Eden
!

feared that the quick acceptance of the six principles opened the

way for serious negotiations and jeopardized the forthcoming

military plans. Consequently, Great Britain and France insisted

upon a second phase to their resolution which argued that Egypt

had "not yet formulated sufficiently precise proposals to meet

the requirements set out above ]_ in the Principles/^ and demanded

forthwith proposals from Egypt "not less effective" than Menzies®

proposals which Nasser previously rejected. Until such time,

Nasser must comply with SCUA "which has been qualified to receive
22

the dues payable by ships". Eden interpreted the UN results

differentlyi

I soon learned that the Soviet Government regarded
the proceedings at the United Nations as a victory
for Egypt and for them,,.The powers at the London
Conference had worked out an international system
giving security for all...now all this was dead.
It was no use to fool ourselves on that account.
We had been strung along over many months of
negotiation from pretext to pretext, from device
to device, and from contrivance to contrivance. 23

Eden could take solace in Dulles® role as "the whipping boy

for the national feeling of frustration over the Suez Crisis and
24

the focus for the rising anti-Americanism." The American per-

^Love, pg. 446.

2^Eden, pp. 563-564.
24

Finer, pg. 307.
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formance over SGUA fortified the Suez Group within the Conservative

Party| Julian Amery was ready to "go forward with the American^'

approval, if we can get it, without it if they withhold it, and
2*5

against their wishes if need "be." J

The climate of Eden*s Cabinet was not reassuring! attitudes

began to polarize. Macmillan threatened to resign if force was
26

not used against Nasser. On the other hand, Minister of Defense,

Sir Walter Monckton did resign because he could not tolerate the

plans for war. He remained as Paymaster General to prevent an

avalanche of further resignations. Other Government officials,

Anthony Nutting, William Clark, and Sir Edward Boyle resigned later,
but their discontent was known during October.

A new consideration in the military operations threatened to

abort British participation. Secret negotiations became considerably

more complex in October because France was, by then, deeply allied

with Israel. The French-Israeli alliance countered the traditional
|

pro-Arab policy of the British Foreign office. Selwyn Lloyd, Sir

Ivone Kirkpatrick, the Permanent Undersecretary, and Sir George

Young, the official spokesman, supported the war effort, but the

remainder of the Foreign Office, led by Anthony Nutting advised

against any action which might be construed as an alliance with

Israel, Great Britain was under agreement with Jordan to support

retaliatory action against Israel. The absurdity of the situation was

2^rimes. 12 October 195^»

26,_
Thomas, pg. 58.
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immediately apparent! Great Britain allied with Jordan who was

allied with Egypt who was allied with the Soviet Union conceivably

fighting Israel who was allied with France. On 10 October Jordan,

attacked by Israel, requested British help. Eden quickly notified

Israel of British responsibility to honor the Jordanian arrange¬

ment and asked Iraq to send troops into Jordan for support. Israel

complained about hostile troops on her border and Eden awkwardly

retracted his request to Iraq for fear of jeopardizing Israeli
27

cooperation against Nasser.

By mid-October President Eisenhower felt shut off from allied
28

communication. He knew of Israeli war intentions but recent

events indicated Jordan wan the Israeli objective. The Central

Intelligence Agency reported an influx of coded traffic between

Paris and Tel Aviv and a disturbing message from Douglas Dillon,

United States Ambassador to France, Indicated a combined Britlsh-

French-Israeli intrigue against Nasser.2^ The President was unable

to consult the British ambassador in Washington as Sir Roger

Makins left for London on 11 October and his replacement, Sir

Harold Caccia, did not arrive until 8 November by sea.

The tempo of the crisis increased as military operations

entered the final planning stages. Eden presented the final

military plan to the Cabinet for approval on 25 October. After an

27
Nutting, pp. Q^ff,

28
Eisenhower, pg» $6»

29Love, pg. 472.
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Israeli attack on Egypt, Groat Britain and Prance would send

an ultimatum to Egypt and Israel insisting that the combatants

withdraw from tho Canal area. Nasser could not accept such a demand

since most of the fighting would take place well east of tho Canal.

An Egyptian rejection, the ultimatum declared, would evoke joint

Anglo-French military action to separate the combatants and maintain

the security of the Canal.

The United States, without word from her allies but with several

intelligence reports indicating an Israeli military venture, tried

to ascertain British knowledge of Israel's plans. On 28 October

Ambassador Aldrich approached Foreign Minister Lloyd on the matter.

Lloyd intimated that the British Government was more concerned with
30

possible Israeli action against Jordan than against Egypt. The

Foreign Minister clearly lied. Final military strategy had been

formulated on the 25ths Great Britain was in no mood to jostle

with another round of American procrastinating initiatives. The

following day Israel attacked Egypt and Ambassador Aldrich again

called on Lloyd to discover the British response. The Foreign

Minister told the ambassador that the British Government awaited the

arrival of Prime Minister Moilet and Foreign Minister Pineau from

Paris. Lloyd promised to relay the findings to Aldrichiafter lunch.

Lloyd later excused himself from the afternoon meeting as Commons

was in session. At 4:45 PM Aldrich finally received word from Sir

Ivone Kirkpatrick, Permanent Undersecretary of the Foreign Office,

30
Love, pg. 505.
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that Eden was announcing the ultimatum to the Commons momentarily.

President Eisenhower received word of the ultimatum over the wire

service. The President found the breach of diplomatic decorum

insulting.

Of greater American concern was Great Britain's refusal to

support a United Nations* measure censuring Israel's aggression.
« I

The President cabled Eden asking him to elucidate the misunderstanding

developing from Great Britain's astonishing position in the UN the

previous day. Eisenhower asserted the importance of the 1950

Tripartite Declaration arid the British and French obligation to

maintain extant borders in the Middle East.
.

The Prime Minister's message explaining the ultimatum crossed )

the President's cable. Eden felt no obligation to the Tripartite

Declaration claiming that Nasser had previously dismissed the

agreement# Eden also challenged the UN's ability to assume quick

and effective action to stop hostilities.

In the United Nations, the United States pressed for the

immediate withdrawal of Israel behind the armistice lines, the

cessation of all aid to Israel, and the exclusion of all UN members

from the use of force in the area. Britain and France vetoed this

resolution and a similar subsequent Soviet resolution} these vetoes

were the first ever employed by Great Britain and France in the

Security Council. Great Britain argued that an Anglo-French force

would be required to maintain the peace until the United Nations

had sufficient time to act.
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The Government's transparency promised heated debate at home.

"It was Munich in reverse," Macmillan said. Privately the Chan¬

cellor thought "Anthony's going to have a rough ride for the next
31

few weeks. In fact, I shouldn't be surprised if he lost his seat.

The Prime Minister told tho Commons that the purpose of the

ultimatum was not to stop Nasser "but to stop war." British

vetoes in the UN and the cavalier renunciation of the 1950 Declaration

strained his integrity. Two years earlier Eden told the same

gatheringi "I know very few international instruments, if any,

32
which carry as strong a commitment as that one does..."^ MP

Nigel Nicholson remembered nine separate occasions during the first
33

six months of 1956 that Government officials supported the Declaration.

The critics were predictably obstreperous. Lord Kilmuir captured

the emotioni

A storm of booing would break out as soon
as Anthony entered the Chamber, and would
rise to a crescendo of hysteria when he
actually rose to speak. At one point the
chances of fighting actually breaking out
between Members was very real, so intense
were the passions on each side. 3^

The unusual degree of backbench interruptions during the sessions

was one of the most deplorable aspects of the entire crisis. The

momentary suspension of the Commons on 1 November was the first such

occurrence since 1924. Backbench opposition never achieved a

strong political position} they were disorganized and without leader-

■^Thomas, pg. 126.
-^Hansard, Vol. 532. Col. 326.

33Nigel Nicholson, People and Parliament, pg, 121.

^Love, pg, 560.
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ship. "We "barely know each otner's identity", one backbencher
35observed. Nevertheless, the behavior demonstrated the passion

of the Members and the emotional pitch the crisis had attained

in Great Britain during the long months of futile negotiations.

Lack of bipartisanship created much of the domestic frustration.

Without knowledge of military movements or intentions, the Labor

Party demanded strong countermeasures. James Griffiths, the

Deputy Opposition leader proposed a censure motion and Gaitskell

suggested the Conservative Party seek new leadership. The Labor

Party thought the economic significance of the Canal warranted the

support of the entire British population and that the Government*s

arbitrary policy was completely irrational.

Hugh Gaitskell accused Eden of jeopardizing the three principles

of British foreign policy: Commonwealth unity, the Anglo-American

alliance, and the United Nations Charter. The Prime Minister

challenged Gaitskell's understanding of the Anglo-American alliance:

"It is obvious truth that safety of transit through the Canal,

though clearly a concern to the United States, is for them not a

matter of survival as it is to us...this fact has inevitably in¬

fluenced the attitude of the United States." Eden objected to the

theory that "we must in all circumstances secure agreement from
i

our American ally before we can act ourselves in what we know to
36be our own vital interests."^

The crisis developed voting patterns along party lines but

35
Nicholson, pg. 117.

36
Eden, pg. 533.
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/

there were exceptions. About ten Conservative MPs publically

identified with the anti-Suez critics,37 Sir Alex Spearman,

Walter Elliott, and Sir Lionel Heald organized the protest. More

important were the resignations of Minister of State for Foreign

Affairs, Anthony Nutting, Edward Boyle of the Treasury, and Press
• / I .

Secretary William Clark. Only one Labor MP, Stanley Evans, sided

with the Government during the November debates.

The press was divided on the issue. Many of the newspapers

and periodicals outside London endorsed a strong Government position.

The Manchester Guardian, the Dally Mirror, the Economist, and the

Spectator opposed Government intervention. In contrast, the Gov¬

ernment received support from the Sunday Times, the Dally Express,

and the Daily Telegraph. The Times often uncommitted, offered

reservations to Eden's policy.3®
One curious trend during the November turmoil was the increase

in popular support for Eden's measures.39 Critics of Government

policy were unpopular because they were unpatriotic. Harold

Nicolson knew the reasont

Simple minds work simply. The ladies
of Bournemouth do not like the Russians 9

the Americans, or Nasser. Eden has
dealt a blow to these three enemiest
therefore, Eden must be right. It is
as simple as that, 40

On U November the Labor Party did stage a large rally in Trafalgar

37
Epstein, pg. 97.

^Ibld.. pp. 154-156.

39Ibld.. pp. 161-162.

^°Love, pg, 654.
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Square to protest against Government policy "but much of the opposition
t 41

remained mute while military operations continued.

Nasser predictably rejected the ultimatum. The coordination

of Anglo-French air and amphibious movements posed a difficult

problem to Eden. On 31 October Great Britain and France commenced

air strikes on Egyptian airfields. By 2 November the Egyptian air

force was no longer a deterrent to Israeli military operations.

Eden's problem was the four-day time lag between the air strikes

and the scheduled amphibious assault on 6 November. The hiatus

provided the United States with an opportunity to achieve a cease¬

fire through the United Nations before Great Britain and France

could achieve their military objectives.

When British and French vetoes stalemated Security Council

action, attention turned to the General Assembly. An esoteric

procedure known as "Uniting for Peace", a brainchild of United

States* preemptive action during the Korean War, permitted the
I ;

change of venue. Dulles addressed the Assembly and urged the

immediate adoption of a ceasefire resolution. Of the American

position in the United Nations against Great Britain and France

Dulles saidi "It was in many ways the hardest decision that the
Jlo

President and I ever had to take."

The Secretary considered himself the legal counsel over Suezj

Anglo-French independent action had betrayed the lawyer-client

relationship and had put the lawyer in an embarrassingly close working

^Nicholson, pg. 131.
42
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relationship with the Soviet Union. The latter condition was

intolerable to Dulles; consequently, the maximum amount of pressure

was applied to achieve a quick ceasefire. Inopportune comments by

British UN Ambassador, Sir Pierson Dixon, only reinforced Dulles'

resolve. Dixon audaciously complained that the United States

failed to consult Great Britain before approaching the United Nations.

He also made a bogus analogy between the Anglo-French attack on

Israel's victim Egypt and the 1950 United States' defense of North

Korea's victim South Korea. The United States resented Anglo-

French efforts to make a mockery of the United Nations. In a

television speech on 31 October, President Eisenhower had outlined

the American position:

There can be no peace without law.
And there can be no law if we were

to invoke one code of international
conduct for those who oppose us and
another for our friends. 43

The United States' resolution passed on 2 November with five

of the sixty-nine votes opposing: Australia and New Zealand

joined Great Britain, France, and Israel in protest. Great Britain's

refusal of the UN demand reflected British reservations concerning

the United Nations ability to mobilize an emergency force able to

satisfy the exigencies of the crisis. "Ue were not prepared to halt
44 1

our action," Kacmillan said. An intriguing thought considering that

the amphibious forces were still three day's sail from Port Said,

^Documents, pp. 268-269.
44
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and Israel's Ben-Gurion was about to accept the United Nations*

ceasefire!

Israel's military operations were a stunning success. In

fact, Anglo-French intervention would only have undermined Israel's

victory. Ben-Gurion achieved his military objectives in Gaza and

in the Gulf of Aqaba and willingly acknowledged the ceasefire on

3 November, The decision was momentary as Anglo-French insistence

to continue operations prevailed. Sden began to doubt the wisdom

of the military strategy and Pineau's attempts to strengthen Eden's

resolve on 3 November were only moderately successful. In a letter

to President Eisenhower the Prime Minister rationalized the planned

interventionx "We cannot have a military vacuum while a UN force

is being constituted and is being transported to the spot. That's

why we feel we must go on to hold the position until we can hand

over responsibility to the UN.^ The United Nations* stand against

coercion suggested that Anglo-French military operations would not

successfully overthrow Nasser but Britain thought that a successful

invasion might enhance her bargaining position in the Canal Zone,

Meanwhile, the United Nations, under the able diplomacy of

Canada's Lester Pearson, adopted a resolution for an emergency force

on 4 November. Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold, who earlier
i

vowed to resign if Britain and France did not retract their ul¬

timatum, reported to the General Assembly that offers for an

emergency force had been received. He proposed the immediate

he.
<Sden, pg. 552.
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enactment of a United Nations Command under the directorship of

Bums.

The delayed military operations "brought heavy political pressure

on the Prime Minister. He phoned Prime Minister Mollet early

6 November. Herman Finer paraphrased Eden's predicament:

I can't hang on. I'm "being deserted "by every¬
body...I can't even rely on unaniminity among
the Conservatives. The Archbishop of Canterbury,
the Church, the oil businessmen, everybody is
against me! The Commonwealth threatened to
break up, Nehru says he will break the ties,
Canada, Australia are no longer following us
in our policy. I cannot be the grave digger
of the Crown. And then, I want you to under¬
stand, really understand. Eisenhower phoned me.
I can't go alone without the United States,
It would be the first time in the history of
England...46

The amphibious landing had just begun when the British Cabinet

decided upon a ceasefire. Eden announced the decision in the House

of Commons late 6 November. The reasons for the ceasefire were

divers.

Uppermost in the Prime Minister's mind was the cessation of
47

fighting between Egypt and Israel. The ostensible reason for

intervention, the separation of the combatants and the security of

the Canal, was no longer necessary. In fact, the amphibious raid on

Port Said occurred while Egypt and Israel fired their last shots of

the war at Sharm-al-Sheikh, two hundred and fifty miles away.

The possibility of Soviet intervention was another factor in

the decision. Kickolai Bulganin directed letters to Great Britain,

46
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France, and Israel threatening the use of ballistic missiles if

military operations continued. Prime Minister Eden telephoned
ty8

Mollet on 5 November to evaluate the implications. They were

deeply concerned as to whether the United States would honor

NATO commitments if Anglo-French forces were attacked in the

Middle East which was outside the area of the NATO Alliance.

The Prime Minister was also responsible for Conservative

Party unity, and the continued belligerent policy threatened to

divide the Party. Head, Thorneycroft, and Lennox-Boyd did ad¬

vocate continued military operations but resistance from Nutting,

Clark, Boyle, and Monckton, now as Postmaster General, signaled

Conservative Party discontent. The Prime Minister had to evaluate

the significance of prolonged operations in Egypt upon the Con*

servative regulars and consider the possibility that growing dis¬

unity might jeopardize the Party's control in the Government,

The military operations brought the status of the British

economy into question. Macraillan miscalculated the effects of

the war on the economyi Reserves slipped £20 million in September,

-£30 million in October, and an unpredictable £100 million in Nov¬

ember. He could no longer be "responsible for Her Majesty's
tyto

Exchecquer unless there was a ceasefire." 7 These were strong

words from one who earlier threatened to resign if no military

measures were taken against Nasser. Macmillan could not have

accurately predicted the precipitate loss of sterling in November,

tyg
Love, pg. 6I3.

tyQ
Thomas, pg. Ity6.
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The Government was in a financial position to undertake the military

operations hut Macmillan, in miscalculating the mood and response

ox the American Government, failed to realize the repercussions on

the British economy. The Chancellor attributed the speculation

against sterling to heavy selling in New York and inordinate selling

by the Federal Reserve Bank.-^ His contention was not accurate for

the Federal Reserve Bank and the United States Treasury had not held

any foreign currency since the 1930s.^ Nevertheless, it bocame

widely circulated that American selling undermined the confidence

in sterling. • Macmillan correctly asserted that the fall in reserves

was not in itself conclusive. The economy still maintained a

positive balance of payments and military success could restore
52

economic confidence.

More important to Macmillan was the American objection to the

British request for a loan from the International Monetary Fund.

Macmillan telephoned New York and the request was forwarded to

Washington for clearance. The United, States conditioned the loan

upon a ceasefire in the Middle East. Macmillan challenged the United

States" refusal on the grounds that the Fund was international in

character and that Great Britain as a member in good standing should

have access to the funds5
1

I regard this then, and still do, as
a breach of the spirit and even to the
letter of the system under which the

lacmillan, pg» 16b.

.ove, pg. 625.

lacmillan, pg. 165.
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Fund is supposed to operate. It was
a form of pressure which seemed alto¬
gether unworthy. 53

' I

Eden'3 Great Britain no longer possessed the reserves nor the

support of world opinion to coerce Nasser's overthrow.

The Prime Minister telephoned Eisenhower on 7 November to

suggest that he and Mollet fly to Washington for a full discussion

of the Middle East, Eisenhower proved most receptive and promised

to return the call after details had been arranged. Dulles was

convalescing from a 3 November cancer operation and was not con¬

sulted, but aoting Secretary of State Herbert Hoover and other

State Department representatives thought the meeting premature.

Ben-Gurion had not accepted the UN resolutions to withdraw behind
■

the armistice lines and showed no signs of permitting UN forces on

newly aggrandized territory. State Department officials thought

an Anglo-French visit at this juncture would compromise the United

States* position in the UN against Israeli aggression and Anglo-

French involvement.

The British determination to maintain Port Said after the cease¬

fire incurred further pressures from the United States. Macmillan

wan refused oil provisions from America at an International

conference in Paris on 15 November. The United States was in no

mood to help with oil reserves until Great Britain withdrew her

forces.^ Three-fourths of Western Europe's oil came by way of the

"^Macmillaa, pg. 164.
cjl

Sherman Adams, First Hand Report, pp. 209-210.
^Survey. pg. 63.
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G antil and Middle East terrestrial pipelines. Nasser had thirty-two

ships scuttled in the Canal and all the pipelines save the American

owned Trans Arabian Pipeline were sabotaged. Western Europe stood

to receive little more than one third of her normal oil supply:

27 percent from non Middle East sources and 9 percent from the
cA

American pipeline.-^ The United States Middle East Emergency

Committee established in response to Nasser's nationalization of

the Canal company, had no plans to assist Great Britain and France

until arrangements for the withdrawal of troops was promulgated.

Foreign Minister Lloyd journeyed to Washington on 19 November in

an attempt to alleviate American pressure on Great Britain to quit

Port Said. Lloyd.*s efforts were ineffective as the United States

endorsed an Afro-Asian resolution in the UN for an immediate

removal of belligerent forces from Egypt,

With Eden in Jamaica because of ill health, R.A. Butler had

the unenviable task of submitting to American demands. With

knowledge of the British evacuation, Eisenhower promised emergency

oil shipments on jO November. Lloyd made the official announcement

of acquiescence to American pressure on 3 December. The last British

and French troops evacuated Egypt three days before Christmas.

56
Love, pg. 651.



CHAPTER IV

The cost of the war was considerably more than July estimates

for military interventiont Eden mentioned $280 million and the
.

Labor Party put the price at $918 million to include the lost market

in exports and the increased price in imports.* Twenty-two British,

ten French, two hundred Israeli, and nearly three thousand Egyptians

lost their lives in military operations. The futility of the sacri¬

fice was a depressing commentary on the venture.

British motives to promote an international authority to operate
.

the Canal soon gave way to emotional arguments to overthrow Nasser.

"Using force was not a solution to the Suez dispute", a critic
o

noted} "the Suez dispute was a solution to using force." Conditioned
.

by the Munich appeasement experience, Eden overresponded to Nasser's

usurpation. The withdrawal from the Sudan and the Canal Zone, the Glubb

dismissal, and the nationalization of the Canal Company reflected a

trend Eden sought to arrest. "Superpowers are always slow to realize

the decline in their capacity to command events,an American historian
;

wrote} Eden, who had negotiated for the removal from Egypt, decided

^•Thomas, pg. 151.

2Love, pg. 36I.
3Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., "The End of the Age of Superpowers", pg. ^6,

on
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to make a stand against Nasser's nationalization rather than

abdicate the role of British importance in world politics.

Nationalization signalled more than a potential economic crisis;

it became a threat to the British way of life—a life dating from

dive's Eighteenth Century exploits in India. To believe in Empire

was to believe in the greatness of one's nation. Though never

formally annexed into the Empire, the Suez Canal was the lifeline

of the Empire, a symbol of British greatness. Nasser challenged this

greatness and only his submission could placate the defenders of

the Empire. This concern distorted the realities of Nasser's actions.

Arab nationalism and, more important, Egypt's quest for self-expression

were never well understood in Great Britdin. Eden preferred to

identify Nasser's arrogation with Hitler's aggrandizement; he wrote

to President Eisenhower that Nasser was "effectively in Russian hands."

From the American viewpoint, British Middle East policy did not

reflect the realities of the post war eraj Washington could work

with London but not in their present position which former Secretary

of State Dean Acheson "likened to two people locked in loving embrace

in a row boat about to go over Niagara Falls.Secretary of State

Dulles 'worked behind the scenes to curtail the British colonial heritage

in the Middle East; his efforts in the Sudan and the Canal Zone assisted
i

the British withdrawal.

American reluctance to join the Baghdad Pact was another example

Epstein, pg. 9*

^Louis L. Gearson, The American Secretaries of State and Their Diplomacy
Vol. XVII, pg. 2Z&.
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of Anglo-American cross-purposes. President Eisenhower also thought
British membership unwise: "An uninvited guest cannot possibly come

into your house, be asked to leave, and then expect cordial and

courteous treatment if he insists upon staying." But the President

made no effort to block Britain's entry!! To keep the Soviet Union

out of the Middle East, the United States gladly consented to British

interests. The British Government mistakenly confused American recog¬

nition of special interests with tacit approval of British policy.

American absence of policy was as much responsible for the misconcep¬

tion as the British desire to perpetuate her Middle East position.

Emmet Hughes, an Eisenhower speechwriter, recognized the problem

while preparing a response to Israel's attack on Egypt: "The damn

trouble is that we don't have a policy in this Crisis and you can't
7

try to use a speech as a substitute."

The callousness Dulles exhibited before the ceasefire—his

precipitate rescission of the High Dam Loan, his reluctance to divert

Canal dues, his refusal to sign the Anglo-French letter to the United

Nations, the press conferences on 13 September and 2 October, and his

adamant demand for an immediate ceasefire and withdrawal of belligerent

forces—crystalized anti-American sentiment in Great Britain during

November. American intransigence in the United Nations appeared
i

designed to break Great Britain; more humiliating than functional.

Macmillan thought Dulles viewed himself as the UN's "international

/■
o

Gearson, pg. 2A5.

7
Hughes, pg. 217,
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Q

Sir Galahad", and that the United States substituted faith in the
9

United Nations for a foreign policy.

Britishers believed that Americans were using a double standard

in their actions. They resented the American view of trusteeship,

whereby Americans derived financial rewards from investments but took

no responsibility for the administration of government,^ They also

disapproved of the American dissident view of the Canal« The closing

of the Canal was hardly an economic inconvenience because it increased
11

dependence upon the United States for oil and lending power. The
' -

need for consulting the United States before taking necessary action

aggravated British observers. Eden left for Jamaica on 19 November

to convalesce from bile trouble and overall exhaustion; one MP disdain-

12
fully queried whether the United States would consent to Eden's return. ^

In late November 127 Conservatives supported a motion chastising

American action throughout the crisis. The motion represented the upper

'class element of the Conservative Party who were disenchanted with the
13

American replacement of what was their position in world politics.

Had relations between negotiators been more cordial, a more

moderate course of action might have developed. Eden could not help

thinking that Eisenhower was much more favorable to British policy

O

Macmillan, pg. 123*

9Ibid.. pg. 243.

^■^Eden, pg. 500•
11^John Biggs-Davison, The Uncertain Ally, pg. 185.
*%>ir I. Horobin, Hansard, Vol. 5^1$ Col. 891.

Epstein, pg, 58.
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than Dulles and though the President might offer a strong protest,

he would not take measures to prevent Anglo-French intervention.

Eden decided that the best time for military intervention, a time

when a strong American counteraction would be least likely, was

prior to the Presidential Election, Dulles, Hoover, Humphrey,

Lodge, and Murphy all had mentioned the importance of the upcoming

election at some juncture in negotiations. The election became so

important that one critic conjectured: ..."Presidential Elections

have now become far too serious to be left to Americans only, and
1L

Britain too should be allowed to join in," Eden failed in his

estimate of Eisenhower's faith in the United Nations to solve inter¬

national differences. As the President of Peace he would not stand

by and watch Anglo-French forces make, what he considered, a mockery

of the organization.

The Atlantic partnership withstood the crisis but not in its

former status. liacmillan gave much of the credit to Sir Winston

Churchill's initiative. In November Mr. Churchill wrote a moving

and forceful letter to President Eisenhower. In part he said:

There is not much left for no to do in this
world and I have neither the wish nor the
strength to involve myself in the present
political stress and turmoil. But I do be¬
lieve with unfaltering conviction, that the
theme of the Anglo-American alliance is nlore
important today than at any time since the
war.

...If we do not take immediate action in

harmony, it is no exaggeration to say that

14
Charles Curran, Spectator, 2 November, pg. 598-9*



we must expect to see the Middle Bast
and the North African coastline undor
Soviet control and Western Burope placed
at the mercy of the Pussiano. If at this
juncture we fail in our responsibility to
act positively and fearlessly we shall no
longer be worthy of the leadership with
which we are entrusted. 15

Once Great Britain withdrew from Port Said, America responded with

deferred bank loans and oil supplies to alleviate immediate economic

burdens. The more important issue, the political status of the

Atlantic Alliance, remained questionable. Kacmillan became Prime

Minister when Prime Minister Eden resigned because of ill health on

9 January 1957• In his first national speech Macmillan approached

the American partnership:

...true partnership is based upon respect.
We don't intend to part from the Americans,
and we don't intend to be satellites...the
stronger we are, the better partners we
shall be;.,.16

In March Macmillan met with President Eisenhower on Bermuda and

from the discussions took satisfaction in agreements: The American

decision to join the Military Committee of the Baghdad Pact, the

installation of guided missiles in Great Britain, and the resumption

of nuclear tests. The third accord permitted Kacmillan some reprieve

from Canal pressures as the Labor Party became "entangled in a hopeless
1?

web of confusion," Macmillan accomplished his objective to re¬

establish rapport with the United States though he had little success

on the Suez issue.

Macmillan, pg, 176.
5 '■

9 PS • 3.9^ •

17
.). Oa.di. j pg, 261.
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. j ■ ■ . • ]

The Canal opened on 9 April; Great Britain boycotted its use until

the middle of May when sterling credits were worked out with

Egyptian financiers in Basel, Switzerland.

The Suez Crisis indicated the need for moderation and cooperation

among the Western allies. The rise of third world nationalism and

the increased membership in the United Nations signalled the im¬

portance of world opinion in international disputes. Britain, while

seeking to maintain the Anglo-American bond, turned toward Europe

and the Common Market for support.
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